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0. Introduction
The standard approach to the integer programming optimization problem
(IP) min{cTx: x∈X } where X = {x∈Zn+: Ax = b}
or the equivalent integer programming feasibility problem
(FP) is X = ∅?
is to use linear programming within a branch-and-bound or branch-and-cut framework,
using whenever possible polyhedral results about the structure of conv(X ) or approxi-
mations to conv(X ). Here we examine alternative approaches depending explicitly on
the discrete nature of the set X .
Given a speci0c point x0 ∈X and a generic point x∈X , the vector y= x− x0 lies in
L= {x∈Zn: Ax = 0};
the set of integer points in a subspace. Every such set can be shown to form an integer
lattice, namely it can be rewritten in the form
L= {x: x = B; ∈Zp}:
When the columns of B are linearly independent, B is known as a lattice basis.
In Section 1 we introduce lattices and the basis reduction algorithms of LovNasz [70]
and of LovNasz and Scarf [76]. A reduced basis is a basis in which the vectors are short
and nearly orthogonal. The basis reduction algorithm of LovNasz runs in polynomial
time and starting from a lattice basis produces another basis with basis vectors of short
Euclidean length. The algorithm of LovNasz and Scarf works with a more general norm
and runs in polynomial time for 0xed n.
Lattice basis reduction has played an important role in the theory of integer pro-
gramming. It was 0rst used in this area by Lenstra in 1983 [71] in proving that the
integer programming problem can be solved in polynomial time for a 0xed number of
variables. The proof was constructive and consisted of two main steps: a linear trans-
formation, and LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm [70]. Later, Gr7otschel et al. [48],
Kannan [64], and LovNasz and Scarf [76] developed algorithms using similar principles
to Lenstra’s algorithm. In computational integer programming, however, basis reduc-
tion has received less attention. One of the few implementations that we are aware is
that of Cook et al. [23] in which some diQcult, not previously solved, network design
problems were solved using the generalized basis reduction algorithm of LovNasz and
Scarf. Recently Aardal et al. [2,3] have developed an algorithm for solving a system
of diophantine equations with bounds on the variables. They used basis reduction to
reformulate a certain integer relaxation of the problem, and were able to solve several
integer programming instances that proved hard, or even unsolvable, for several other
algorithms. Their algorithm was partly inspired by algorithms used in cryptography to
solve subset sum problems that occur in knapsack public-key cryptosystems. In the
area of cryptography, basis reduction has been used successfully to solve such subset
sum problems, see for instance the survey article by Joux and Stern [60]. These lattice
based algorithms are presented in Section 2.
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Alternatively given a point x0 ∈X , suppose that there exists a point x∈X having a
smaller objective function value cTx¡cTx0, and also satisfying the condition x¿ x0.
Now y = x − x0 lies in the set
X 0 = {x∈Zn: Ax = 0; x¿ 0};
the set of non-negative integer points in a cone. Here again such sets can be 0nitely
generated, and rewritten in the form
X 0 = {x: x = H; ∈Zp+};
where the minimal set of columns H is known as a Hilbert basis. Note that it follows
that there is some column h of H for which h is an improving vector for x0, i.e.
x′ = x0 + h∈X with x′¿ x0 and cTx′¡cTx0.
Generalizing this idea leads to test sets for families of integer programs. Test sets
are collections of integral vectors with the property that every feasible non-optimal
point of any integer program in the family can be improved by a vector in the test
set. Given a test set T explicitly, there is a straightforward algorithm for solving (IP).
Starting with a feasible point x, one searches for an element t ∈T such that x + t is
feasible and has a smaller objective function value, replaces x by x + t and iterates
until no such t exists. In general one cannot expect that a test set is polynomial in
the size of a given integer program. This raises the question of designing an eQcient
augmentation algorithm for the problem:
Let x be any feasible point of the linear integer program. While x is not optimal,
determine an integral vector z and a non-negative integer  such that (i) x + z is
feasible and (ii) x+z attains a smaller objective function value than x. Set x:=x+z.
Augmentation algorithms have been designed for and applied to a range of linear
integer programming problems: augmenting path methods for solving maximum Row
problems or algorithms for solving the minimum cost Row problem via augmentation
along negative cycles are of this type. Other examples include the greedy algorithm
for solving the matroid optimization problem, alternating path algorithms for solving
the maximum weighted matching problem or primal methods for optimizing over the
intersection of two matroids. In Section 3 we investigate these primal approaches to
solving (IP).
We next consider a family of relaxations for (IP) in which we drop the nonnegativity
constraints on a subset of the variables, namely relaxations of the form:
min{cTx: Ax = b; xj ∈Z1+ for j∈V \ S; xj ∈Z1 for j∈ S}:
where V is the index set of the variables, and S ⊆ V . Note that when S=V , this leads
us back to the lattice viewpoint.
Gomory [40–42] in the 1960s studied the “asymptotic group” relaxation in which S
is the index set of an optimal linear programming basis AB. The resulting solution set
XG = {x = (xB; xN )∈Zn: ABxB + ANxN = b; xN ¿ 0} can be reformulated in the space
of the nonbasic variables as the set X˜
G
= {xN ∈Zn−m+ : A−1B ANxN ≡ A−1B b (mod 1)}.
Optimization over X˜
G
reduces to a shortest path problem in a graph with |det(AB)|
nodes, known as the group problem. Gomory’s study of the convex hull of solutions
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of X˜
G
, known as the “corner polyhedron”, showed the crucial role of subadditivity in
describing strong valid inequalities. These developments are discussed in Section 4.
Notation. For z ∈Rn, ||z||, ||z||1 and ||z||∞ denote the Euclidean, L1 and maximum
norms of z respectively. xT denotes the transpose of the vector x such that xTy is the
inner product in Rn of the vectors x and y. The symbol ej represents the unit vector
in the corresponding Euclidean space having a one in position j and zeros everywhere
else.
For x∈R, x is the largest integer not greater than x, x is the smallest integer
not less than x, and x= x− 12, i.e., the nearest integer to x, where we round up if
the fraction is equal to one half.
If 1; : : : ; n are integers, gcd(1; : : : ; n) denotes the greatest common divisor of these
integers. For x; y non-zero integers, x|y means that y is an integer multiple of x. A
square integral matrix C is unimodular if |detC|= 1.
Finally for v∈Rn we denote by supp(v):={i∈{1; : : : ; n}: vi =0} the support of v.
v+ is the vector such that v+i = vi if vi ¿ 0 and v
+
i =0, otherwise. Similarly, v
− is the
vector with v−i =−vi if vi ¡ 0 and v−i = 0, otherwise. So v= v+ − v−.
1. Lattices and basis reduction
Here we de0ne a lattice and a lattice basis. In the lattice approaches to integer pro-
gramming that will be discussed in Section 2 we need lattice representations using bases
with short, almost orthogonal basis vectors. Such bases are called reduced. We describe
two algorithms for 0nding a reduced basis. The algorithm of LovNasz, as presented by
Lenstra et al. [70], is described in Section 1.2, and the algorithm of LovNasz and Scarf
[76] is presented in Section 1.3. We also discuss some recent implementations. Before
starting the more formal presentation we give a brief sketch of the principle behind
the integer programming algorithms discussed in Section 2, such as the algorithm of
Lenstra [71], so as to motivate the study of reduced bases in this context.
Note that in Sections 1 and 2 we use bj; b∗j ; b
′
j to denote distinct vectors associated
with the basis of a lattice, and not the jth component of the vectors b; b∗ and b′,
respectively.
1.1. Preliminaries
Given a set of l linearly independent vectors b1; : : : ; bl ∈Rn with l6 n, let B be the
matrix with column vectors b1; : : : ; bl.
Denition 1.1. The lattice L spanned by b1; : : : ; bl is the set of vectors that can be
obtained by taking integer linear combinations of the vectors b1; : : : ; bl;
L=

x: x =
l∑
j=1
jbj; j ∈Z; 16 j6 l

 : (1)
The set of vectors {b1; : : : ; bl} is called a basis of the lattice.
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Fig. 1. A diQcult type of instance for branch-and-bound.
The following operations on a matrix are called elementary column operations:
• exchanging two columns,
• multiplying a column by −1,
• adding an integral multiple of one column to another column.
Theorem 1.1. An integral matrix U is unimodular if and only if U can be derived
from the identity matrix by elementary column operations.
A lattice may have several bases.
Observation 1.1. If B and B′ are bases for the same lattice L; then B′=BU for some
l× l unimodular matrix U .
Consider the integer feasibility problem “Is {x∈Zn: Ax6 b} = ∅?”. Branch-and-
bound applied to this problem may give rise to arbitrarily deep search trees even in
dimension 2, which shows that branch-and-bound is not a polynomial time algorithm
for integer programming in 0xed dimension.
Example 1.1. Consider the two-dimensional polytope in Fig. 1. If we use linear pro-
gramming based branch-and-bound on this instance with objective function max x1+x2,
then we see that the variables x1 and x2 alternately take fractional values, which forces
us to branch. If we extend the polytope arbitrarily far, then the branch-and-bound tree
will become arbitrarily deep. It is easy to construct an example that is equally bad for
branch-and-bound in which the polytope contains an integer vector.
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The ideas behind Lenstra’s [71] integer programming algorithm are as follows. For
simplicity we consider a full-dimensional bounded integer programming problem in
the standard lattice Zn. Notice that the unit vectors in Rn form a basis for the lat-
tice Zn. Since a “thin” polytope X = {x∈Rn: Ax6 b} is bad for branch-and-bound
enumeration, Lenstra 0rst transforms the polytope using a linear transformation % such
that the transformed polytope %X appears “round”. In order not to change the prob-
lem one has to apply the same linear transformation to Zn. This yields the equivalent
problem “Is %X ∪ %Zn = ∅?”. A basis for the lattice %Zn is formed by the vectors
%ej; 16 j6 n.
We now consider a real vector x reasonably in the middle of the polytope %X . It is
easy to 0nd a vector y∈ %Zn that is close to x, see Lemma 2.1 in Section 2.1. Either
y∈ %X , which means that we are done since we have found a feasible point, or y is
outside of %X . If y does not belong to %X , then we still do not know the answer to
our integer feasibility problem, but we do know that the polytope %X cannot be too
large since the point y is quite close to x. The next observation is that each lattice is
contained in countably many parallel hyperplanes. In order to determine whether or not
%X contains a lattice point we need to enumerate hyperplanes intersecting %X . To avoid
enumerating too many hyperplanes we want a representation of the lattice such that the
distance h between each pair of consecutive hyperplanes is not too small. This is the
step where basis reduction is used. In Fig. 2 we illustrate three diVerent representations
of the same lattice. In Fig. 2(a) the lattice is represented by non-orthogonal basis vectors
yielding a small value of h, and therefore relatively many hyperplanes intersecting %X .
In Fig. 2(b) an almost orthogonal basis is used, but the enumeration of hyperplanes
is done along the shortest basis vector. Finally, in Fig. 2(c) we have again a nearly
orthogonal basis, but now the enumeration of hyperplanes is done along the longest
of the basis vectors, which yields a relatively large value of h. This is the desired
situation.
In Lenstra’s algorithm basis reduction is applied to the basis %ej; 16 j6 n to
obtain an almost orthogonal basis. Next, the basis vectors are reordered such that
the longest vector is the last one (cf. Fig. 2(c)). Then we consider the hyper-
plane H spanned by the 0rst n − 1 basis vectors. The lattice %Zn is now contained
in the union of H plus an integer multiple of the last basis vector, i.e., countably
many parallel hyperplanes. Once the hyperplane representation is determined we 0x
a hyperplane intersecting %X , which gives rise to a problem in dimension at least
one lower than the original problem, and the whole process is repeated
again.
To get an algorithm that is polynomial in 0xed dimension n, one needs a basis
reduction algorithm that is polynomial for 0xed n. Lenstra uses LovNasz’ basis reduction
algorithm, which is more eQcient than that since it is polynomial for arbitrary n,
see Theorem 1.2 in Section 1.2. Moreover, one needs to prove that the number of
hyperplanes that are enumerated at each level is bounded by a constant depending
only on the dimension at that level. To do this Lenstra determines an appropriate linear
transformation in polynomial time such that %X is indeed “round” (for the technical
details, see Section 2.1.1), and he shows that the distance h between consecutive lattice
hyperplanes is bounded from below by c · ||bn||, where c is a constant depending only
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Fig. 2. (a) Non-orthogonal basis. (b) Nearly orthogonal basis. (c) Nearly orthogonal basis, branching on the
longest vector.
on the dimension, and bn is the longest basis vector in a reduced basis (see Proposition
1.3, and Corollary 1.1 in Section 1.2).
1.2. LovAasz’ basis reduction algorithm
LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm [70] consists of a series of elementary column
operations on an initial basis B for a given lattice and produces a so-called reduced
basis B′ such that the basis vectors b′1; : : : ; b
′
l are short and nearly orthogonal, and such
that b′1 is an approximation of the shortest vector in the lattice. So, B
′ is obtained as B′=
BU for some unimodular matrix U . Given a basis B one can obtain orthogonal vectors
by applying Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization. The Gram–Schmidt vectors, however, do
not necessarily belong to the lattice, but they do span the same real vector space as
b1; : : : ; bl, so they are used as a “reference” for the basis reduction algorithm.
Denition 1.2. The Gram–Schmidt process derives orthogonal vectors b∗j ; 16 j6 l;
from linearly independent vectors bj; 16 j6 l. The vectors b∗j ; 16 j6 l; and the
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Fig. 3.
real numbers &jk ; 16 k ¡ j6 l; are determined from bj; 16 j6 l; by the recursion
b∗1 = b1; (2)
b∗j = bj −
j−1∑
k=1
&jkb∗k ; 26 j6 l; (3)
&jk =
bTj b
∗
k
||b∗k ||2
; 16 k ¡ j6 l: (4)
Example 1.2. Here we illustrate the Gram–Schmidt vectors obtained by applying the
orthogonalization procedure given in De0nition 1.2 to the vectors
b1 =


2
0
0

 ; b2 =


2
2
1

 ; b3 =


−1
1
2

 ;
shown in Fig. 3(a).
We obtain &21 = 1; &31 =− 12 ; &32 = 45 , and
b∗1 = b1 =


2
0
0

 ; b∗2 = b2 − &21b∗1 =


0
2
1

 ;
b∗3 = b3 − &31b∗1 − &32b∗2 =


0
− 35
6
5

 :
The Gram–Schmidt vectors are shown in Fig. 3(b).
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As mentioned above, the vectors b∗1 ; : : : ; b
∗
j , span the same real vector space as the
vectors b1; : : : ; bj, 16 j6 l. The vector b∗j is the projection of bj on the orthogo-
nal complement of
∑j−1
k=1 Rbk = {
∑j−1
k=1 mkbk : mk ∈R; 16 k6 j − 1}, i.e., b∗j is the
component of bj orthogonal to the real subspace spanned by b1; : : : ; bj−1. Thus, any
pair b∗i ; b
∗
k of the Gram–Schmidt vectors are mutually orthogonal. The multiplier &jk
gives the length, relative to b∗k , of the component of the vector bj in direction b
∗
k . The
multiplier &jk is equal to zero if and only if bj is orthogonal to b∗k .
Denition 1.3 (Lenstra et al. [71]). A basis b1; b2; : : : ; bl is called reduced if
|&jk |6 12 for 16 k ¡ j6 l; (5)
||b∗j + &j;j−1b∗j−1||2¿
3
4
||b∗j−1||2 for 1¡j6 l: (6)
A reduced basis according to LovNasz is a basis in which the vectors are short and
nearly orthogonal. Below we explain why vectors satisfying Conditions (5) and (6)
have these characteristics.
Condition (5) is satis0ed if the component of vector bj in direction b∗k is short relative
to b∗k . This is the case if bj and b
∗
k are nearly orthogonal, or if bj is short relative to b
∗
k .
If condition (5) is violated, i.e., the component of vector bj in direction b∗k is relatively
long, then LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm will replace bj by bj−&jkbk . Such a step
is called size reduction and will ensure relatively short basis vectors. Next, suppose
that (5) is satis0ed because bj is short relative to b∗k , k ¡ j. Then we may end up with
a basis where the vectors are not at all orthogonal, and where the 0rst vector is very
long, the next one relatively short compared to the 0rst one, and so on. To prevent this
from happening we enforce Condition (6). Here we relate to the interpretation of the
Gram–Schmidt vectors above, and notice that the vectors b∗j + &j;j−1b
∗
j−1 and b
∗
j−1 are
the projections of bj and bj−1 on the orthogonal complement of
∑j−2
k=1 Rbk . Consider
the case where k= j−1, i.e., suppose that bj is short compared to b∗j−1, which implies
that b∗j is short compared to b
∗
j−1 as ||b∗j ||6 ||bj||. Suppose we interchange bj and bj−1.
Then the new b∗j−1 will be the vector b
∗
j + &j;j−1b
∗
j−1, which will be short compared
to the old b∗j−1, i.e., Condition (6) will be violated. To summarize, Conditions (5) and
(6) ensure that we obtain a basis in which the vectors are short and nearly orthogonal.
To achieve such a basis, LovNasz’ algorithm applies a sequence of size reductions
and interchanges in order to reduce the length of the vectors, and to prevent us from
obtaining non-orthogonal basis vectors of decreasing length, where the 0rst basis vector
may be arbitrarily long. The constant 34 in inequality (6) is arbitrarily chosen and can
be replaced by any 0xed real number 14 ¡y¡ 1. In a practical implementation one
chooses a constant close to one.
A brief outline of LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm is as follows. For precise de-
tails we refer to [70]. First compute the Gram–Schmidt vectors b∗j ; 16 j6 l and the
numbers &jk ; 16 k ¡ j6 l. Initialize i:=2. Perform, if necessary, a size reduction
to obtain |&i; i−1|6 1=2. Update &i; i−1. Then check whether Condition (6) holds for
j = i. If Condition (6) is violated, then exchange bi and bi−1, and update the relevant
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Fig. 4.
Gram–Schmidt vectors and numbers &jk . If i¿ 2, then let i:=i − 1. Next, achieve
|&im|6 1=2 for m= i − 2; i − 3; : : : ; 1. If i = l, stop. Otherwise, let i:=i + 1.
From this short description, it is not obvious that the algorithm is eQcient, but as the
following theorem states, LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm runs in polynomial time.
Theorem 1.2 (Lenstra et al. [70]). Let L ⊆ Zn be a lattice with basis b1; : : : ; bn; and
let (∈R; (¿ 2; be such that ||bj||26 ( for 16 j6 n. Then the number of arithmetic
operations needed by the basis reduction algorithm as described in [70] is O(n4 log ();
and the integers on which these operations are performed each have binary length
O(n log ().
In terms of bit operations, Theorem 1.2 implies that LovNasz’ basis reduction algo-
rithm has a running time of O(n6(log ()3) using classical algorithms for addition and
multiplication. There are reasons to believe that it is possible in practice to 0nd a
reduced basis in O(n(log ()3) bit operations, see Section 4 of [61] and [82].
Example 1.3. Here we give an example of an initial and a reduced basis for a given
lattice. Let L be the lattice generated by the vectors
b1 =
(
4
1
)
; b2 =
(
1
1
)
:
The Gram–Schmidt vectors are b∗1=b1 and b
∗
2=b2−&21b∗1=(1; 1)T− 517b∗1= 117 (−3; 12)T;
see Fig. 4(a). Condition (5) is satis0ed since b2 is short relative to b∗1 . However;
Condition (6) is violated; so we exchange b1 and b2; giving
b1 =
(
1
1
)
; b2 =
(
4
1
)
:
We now have b∗1 = b1; &21 =
5
2 and b
∗
2 =
1
2 (3;−3)T; see Fig. 4(b).
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Fig. 5. The reduced basis.
Condition (5) is now violated, so we replace b2 by b2 − 2b1 = (2;−1)T. Conditions
(5) and (6) are satis0ed for the resulting basis
b1 =
(
1
1
)
; b2 =
(
2
−1
)
;
and hence this basis is reduced, see Fig. 5.
Let W be the vector space spanned by the lattice L, and let BW be an orthonormal
basis for W . The determinant of the lattice L, d(L), is de0ned as the absolute value
of the determinant of any non-singular linear transformation W → W that maps BW
onto a basis of L. Below we give three diVerent formulae for computing d(L). Let
B = (b1; : : : ; bm) be a basis for the lattice L ⊂ Rn, with m6 n, and let b∗1 ; : : : ; b∗m be
the vectors obtained from applying the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization procedure, see
De0nition 1.2, to b1; : : : ; bm.
d(L) = ||b∗1 || · ||b∗2 || · · · · · ||b∗m||; (7)
d(L) =
√
det(BTB); (8)
d(L) = lim
r→∞
|{x∈L: ||x||¡r}|
vol(Bm(r))
; (9)
where vol(Bm(r)) is the volume of the m-dimensional ball with radius r. If L is
full-dimensional, d(L) can be interpreted as the volume of the parallelepiped∑n
j=1 [0; 1)bj. In this case the determinant of the lattice can be computed straight-
forwardly as d(L) = |det(b1; : : : ; bn)|. Note that the determinant of a lattice depends
only on the lattice and not on the choice of basis (cf. Observation 1:1, and expression
(9)). The determinant of Zn is equal to one.
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In Propositions 1.3 and 1.4 we assume that the lattice L is full-dimensional.
Proposition 1.3 (Lenstra et al. [71]). Let b1; : : : ; bn be a reduced basis for the lattice
L ⊂ Rn. Then;
d(L)6
n∏
j=1
||bj||6 c1 · d(L); (10)
where c1 = 2n(n−1)=4.
The 0rst inequality in (10) is the so called inequality of Hadamard that holds for
any basis of L. Hadamard’s inequality holds with equality if and only if the basis is
orthogonal. Hermite [56] proved that each lattice L ⊂ Rn has a basis b1; : : : ; bn such that∏n
j=1 ||bj||6 c · d(L), where c is a constant depending only on n. The basis produced
by LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm yields the constant c = c1 in Proposition 1.3.
Better constants than c1 are possible, but the question is then whether the basis can be
obtained in polynomial time.
A consequence of Proposition 1.3 is that if we consider a basis that satis0es (10),
then the distance of the basis vector bn to the hyperplane generated by the reduced
basis vectors b1; : : : ; bn−1 is not too small as stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 1.1 (Lenstra [71]). Assume that b1; : : : ; bn is a basis such that (10) holds;
and that; after possible reordering; ||bn||=max16j6n {||bj||}. Let H =
∑n−1
j=1 Rbj and
let h be the distance of basis vector bn to H . Then
c−11 · ||bn||6 h6 ||bn||; (11)
where c1 = 2n(n−1)=4.
Proof. Let L′ =
∑n−1
j=1 Zbj. We have
d(L) = h · d(L′): (12)
Expressions (10) and (12) give
n∏
j=1
||bj||6 c1 · d(L) = c1 · h · d(L′)6 c1 · h ·
n−1∏
j=1
||bj||; (13)
where the 0rst inequality follows from the second inequality of (10); and where the last
inequality follows from the inequality of Hadamard (0rst inequality of (10)). From (13)
we obtain h¿ c−11 ||bn||. From the de0nition of h we have h6 ||bn||; and this bound
holds with equality if and only if the vector bn is perpendicular to H .
The lower bound on h given in Corollary 1.1 plays a crucial role in the algorithm
of Lenstra described in Section 2.1.1.
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Proposition 1.4 (Lenstra et al. [70]). Let L ⊂ Rn be a lattice with reduced basis
b1; : : : ; bn ∈Rn. Let x1; : : : ; xt ∈L be linearly independent. Then we have
||b1||26 2n−1||x||2 for all x∈L; x =0; (14)
||bj||26 2n−1 max{||x1||2; ||x2||2; : : : ; ||xt ||2} for 16 j6 t: (15)
Inequality (14) implies that the 0rst reduced basis vector b1 is an approximation
of the shortest non-zero vector in L. Kannan [64] presents an algorithm based on
LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm that computes the shortest non-zero lattice vector in
polynomial time for 0xed n. The shortest vector problem with respect to a given lp
norm is the problem of 0nding the shortest (with respect to the given norm) non-zero
vector in a given lattice, whereas the closest vector problem with respect to a given
lp norm is the problem, given a lattice L and a target vector y∈L, to 0nd a vector
x∈L such that ||x − y||p is minimal. Van Emde Boas [33] proved that the shortest
vector problem with respect to the l∞ norm is NP-hard, and he conjectured that it
is NP-hard with respect to the Euclidean norm. In the same paper he proved that
the closest vector problem is NP-hard for any norm. Recently substantial progress
has been made in gaining more information about the complexity status of the two
problems. Ajtai [5] proved that the shortest vector problem is NP-hard for randomized
problem reductions. This means that the reduction makes use of results of a probabilistic
algorithm. These results are true with probability arbitrarily close to one. Ajtai also
showed that approximating the length of a shortest vector in a given lattice within a
factor 1 + 1=2n
c
is NP-hard for some constant c. The non-approximability factor was
improved to (1+1=nj) by Cai and Nerurkar [16]. Micciancio [79] improved this factor
substantially by showing that it is NP-hard to approximate the shortest vector in a given
lattice within any constant factor less that
√
2 for randomized problem reductions, and
that the same result holds for deterministic problem reductions (the “normal” type of
reductions used in an NP-hardness proof) under the condition that a certain number
theoretic conjecture holds. Micciancio’s results hold for any lp norm. Goldreich et al.
[38] show that given oracle access to a subroutine that returns approximate closest
vectors in a given lattice, one can 0nd in polynomial time approximate shortest vectors
in the same lattice. This implies that the shortest vector problem is not harder than the
closest vector problem.
Just as the 0rst basis vector is an approximation of the shortest vector of the lattice
(14), the other basis vectors are approximations of the successive minima of the lattice.
The jth successive minimum of || || on L is the smallest positive value ,j such that
there exists j linearly independent elements of the lattice L in the ball of radius ,j
centered at the origin.
Proposition 1.5 (Lenstra et al. [70]). Let ,1; : : : ; ,l denote the successive minima of
|| || on L; and let b1; : : : ; bl be a reduced basis for L. Then
2(1−j)=2,j6 ||bj||6 2(l−1)=2,j for 16 j6 l: (16)
In recent years several new variants of LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm have
been developed and a number of variants for implementation have been suggested. We
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mention a few below, and recommend the paper by Schnorr and Euchner [89] for a
more detailed overview. Schnorr [87] extended LovNasz’ algorithm to a family of poly-
nomial time algorithms that, given j¿ 0, 0nds a non-zero vector in an n-dimensional
lattice that is no longer than (1 + j)n times the length of the shortest vector in the
lattice. The degree of the polynomial that bounds the running time of the family of
algorithms increases as j goes to zero. Seysen [95] developed an algorithm in which
the intermediate integers that are produced are no larger than the input integers. Sey-
sen’s algorithm performs well particularly on lower-dimensional lattices. Schnorr and
Euchner [89] discuss the possibility of computing the Gram–Schmidt vectors using
Roating point arithmetic while keeping the basis vectors in exact arithmetic in order to
improve the practical performance of the algorithm. The drawback of this approach is
that the basis reduction algorithm tends to become unstable. They propose a Roating
point version with good stability, but cannot prove that the algorithm always termi-
nates. Empirical studies indicate that their version is stable on instances of dimension
up to 125 having input numbers of bit length as large as 300. Our experience is that
one can use basis reduction for problems of larger dimensions if the input numbers
are smaller, but once the dimension reaches about 300–400 basis reduction will be
slow. Another version considered by Schnorr and Euchner is basis reduction with deep
insertions. Here, they allow for a vector bk to be swapped with a vector with lower
index than k − 1. Schnorr [87,88] also developed a variant of LovNasz’ algorithm in
which not only two vectors are interchanged during the reduction process, but where
blocks bj; bj+1; : : : ; bj+(−1 of ( consecutive vectors are transformed so as to minimize
the jth Gram Schmidt vector b∗j . This so-called block reduction produces shorter basis
vectors but needs more computing time. The shortest vector b∗j in a block of size ( is
determined by complete enumeration of all short lattice vectors. Schnorr and H7orner
[90] develop and analyze a rule for pruning this enumeration process.
For the reader interested in using a version of LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm
there are some useful libraries available on the Internet. Two of them are LiDIA—a
C++ Library for Computational Number Theory [72], developed at TH Darmstadt,
and NTL—a Library for doing Number Theory [96], developed by V. Shoup, IBM,
Z7urich.
1.3. The generalized basis reduction algorithm
In the generalized basis reduction algorithm a norm related to a full-dimensional
compact convex set C is used, instead of the Euclidean norm as in LovNasz’ algorithm.
A compact convex set C ∈Rn that is symmetric about the origin gives rise to a norm
F(c) = inf{t¿ 0: c=t ∈C}. LovNasz and Scarf [76] call the function F the distance
function with respect to C. As in LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm, the generalized
basis reduction algorithm 0nds short basis vectors with respect to the chosen norm.
Moreover, the 0rst basis vector is an approximation of the shortest non-zero lattice
vector.
Given the convex set C we de0ne a dual set C∗ = {y: yTc6 1 for all c∈C}. We
also de0ne a distance function associated with a projection of C. Let b1; : : : ; bn be a
basis for Zn, and let Cj be the projection of C onto the orthogonal complement of
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b1; : : : ; bj−1. We have that c=(jbj+· · ·+(nbn ∈Cj if and only if there exist -1; : : : ; -j−1
such that c + -1b1 + · · · + -j−1bj−1 ∈C. The distance function associated with Cj is
de0ned as
Fj(c) = min
-1 ;:::;-j−1
F(c + -1b1 + · · ·+ -j−1bj−1): (17)
Using duality, one can show that Fj(c) is also the optimal value of the maximization
problem:
Fj(c) = max{cTz: z ∈C∗; bT1 z = 0; : : : ; bTj−1z = 0}: (18)
In Expression (18), note that only vectors z that are orthogonal to the basis vectors
b1; : : : ; bj−1 are considered. This is similar to the role played by the Gram–Schmidt
basis in LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm. Also, notice that if C is a polytope, then
(18) is a linear program, which can be solved in polynomial time. The distance function
F has the following properties:
• F can be computed in polynomial time,
• F is convex,
• F(−x) = F(x),
• F(tx) = tF(x) for t ¿ 0.
LovNasz and Scarf use the following de0nition of a reduced basis.
Denition 1.4. A basis b1; : : : ; bn is called reduced if
Fj(bj+1 + &bj)¿Fj(bj+1) for 16 j6 n− 1 and all integers &; (19)
Fj(bj+1)¿ (1− j)Fj(bj) for 16 j6 n− 1; (20)
where j satis0es 0¡ j¡ 12 .
Denition 1.5. A basis b1; : : : ; bn; not necessarily reduced; is called proper if
Fk(bj + &bk)¿Fk(bj) for 16 k ¡ j6 n: (21)
Remark 1.1. The algorithm is called generalized basis reduction since it generalizes
LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm in the following sense. If the convex set C is an
ellipsoid; then a proper reduced basis is precisely a reduced basis according to Lenstra
et al. [70] (cf. De0nition 1.3).
An important question is how to check whether Condition (19) is satis0ed for all
integers &. Here we make use of the dual relationship between Formulations (17)
and (18). We have the following equality: min-∈R Fj(bj+1 + -bj) = Fj+1(bj+1). Let
-∗ denote the optimal - in the minimization. The function Fj is convex, and hence
the integer & that minimizes Fj(bj+1 + &bj) is either -∗ or -∗. If the convex
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set C is a rational polytope, then -∗ ∈Q is the optimal dual variable corresponding
to the constraint bTj z = 0, which implies that the integral & that minimizes Fj(bj+1 +
&bj) can be determined by solving two additional linear programs, unless -∗ is
integral.
Condition (21) is analogous to Condition (5) of LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm,
and is violated if adding an integer multiple of bk to bj yields a distance function value
Fk(bj + &bk) that is smaller than Fk(bj). In the generalized basis reduction algorithm
we only check whether the condition is satis0ed for k= j−1 (cf. Condition (19)), and
we use the value of & that minimizes Fj(bj+1 +&bj) as mentioned above. If Condition
(19) is violated, we do a size reduction, i.e., we replace bj+1 by bj+1 + &bj.
Condition (20) corresponds to Condition (6) in LovNasz’ algorithm, and ensures that
the basis vectors are in the order of increasing distance function value, aside from the
factor (1 − j). Recall that we want the 0rst basis vector to be an approximation of
the shortest lattice vector. If Condition (20) is violated we interchange vectors bj and
bj+1.
The algorithm works as follows. Let b1; : : : ; bn be an initial basis for Zn. Typically
bj= ej, where ej is the jth unit vector in Rn. Let j be the 0rst index for which Condi-
tions (19) or (20) are not satis0ed. If (19) is violated, we replace bj+1 by bj+1 + &bj
with the appropriate value of &. If Condition (20) is satis0ed after the replacement, we
let j:=j+1. If Condition (20) is violated, we interchange bj and bj+1, and let j:=j−1
if j¿ 2. If j=1, we remain at this level. The operations that the algorithm performs on
the basis vectors are elementary column operations as in LovNasz’ algorithm. The vectors
that we obtain as output from the generalized basis reduction algorithm can therefore be
written as the product of the initial basis matrix and a unimodular matrix, which implies
that the output vectors form a basis for the lattice Zn. The question is how eQcient the
algorithm is.
Theorem 1.6 (LovNasz and Scarf [76]). Let j be chosen as in (20); let .=2+1=log(1=
(1 − j)); and let B(R) be a ball with radius R containing C. Moreover; let U =
max16j6n {Fj(bj)}; where b1; : : : ; bn is the initial basis; and let V = 1=(R(nRU )n−1).
The generalized basis reduction algorithm runs in polynomial time for Cxed n. The
maximum number of interchanges performed during the execution of the algorithm
is
(
.n − 1
.− 1
)(
log(U=V )
log(1=(1− j)
)
: (22)
It is important to notice that, so far, the generalized basis reduction algorithm has
been proved to run in polynomial time for Cxed n only, whereas LovNasz’ basis reduction
algorithm runs in polynomial time for arbitrary n (cf. Theorem 1.2).
We now give a few properties of a LovNasz–Scarf reduced basis. If one can obtain
a basis b1; : : : ; bn such that F1(b1)6F2(b2)6 · · ·6Fn(bn), then one can prove that
b1 is the shortest integral vector with respect to the distance function. The generalized
basis reduction algorithm does not produce a basis with the above property, but it gives
a basis that satis0es the following weaker condition.
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Theorem 1.7 (LovNasz and Scarf [76]). Let 0¡ j¡ 12 ; and let b1; : : : ; bn be a LovAasz–
Scarf reduced basis. Then
Fj+1(bj+1)¿ ( 12 − j)Fj(bj) for 16 j6 n− 1: (23)
We can use this theorem to obtain a result analogous to (14) of Proposition 1.4.
Proposition 1.8 (LovNasz and Scarf [76]). Let 0¡ j¡ 12 ; and let b1; : : : ; bn be a
LovAasz–Scarf reduced basis. Then
F(b1)6 ( 12 − j)1−nF(x) for all x∈Zn; x =0: (24)
We can also relate the distance function Fj(bj) to the jth successive minimum of F
on the lattice Zn (cf. Proposition 1.5). ,1; : : : ; ,n are the successive minima of F on Zn
if there are vectors x1; : : : ; xn ∈Zn with ,j = F(xj), such that for each 16 j6 n, xj is
the shortest lattice vector (with respect to F) that is linearly independent of x1; : : : ; xj−1.
Proposition 1.9. Let ,1; : : : ; ,n denote the successive minima of F on the lattice Zn;
let 0¡ j¡ 12 ; and let b1; : : : ; bn be a LovAasz–Scarf reduced basis. Then
( 12 − j)j−1,j6Fj(bj)6 ( 12 − j)j−n,j for 16 j6 n: (25)
The 0rst reduced basis vector is an approximation of the shortest lattice vector
(Proposition 1.8). In fact the generalized basis reduction algorithm can be used to 0nd
the shortest vector in the lattice in polynomial time for 0xed n. This algorithm is used
as a subroutine of LovNasz and Scarf’s algorithm for solving the integer programming
problem “Is X ∩Zn = ∅?” described in Section 2.1.3. To 0nd the shortest lattice vector
we proceed as follows. If the basis b1; : : : ; bn is LovNasz–Scarf reduced, we can obtain a
bound on the coordinates of lattice vectors c that satisfy F1(c)6F1(b1). We express the
vector c as an integer linear combination of the basis vectors, i.e., c=1b1+ · · ·+nbn,
where j ∈Z. We have
F1(b1)¿F1(c)¿Fn(c) = Fn(nbn) = |n|Fn(bn); (26)
where the second inequality holds since Fn(c) is more constrained than F1(c), the 0rst
equality holds due to the constraints bTi z = 0; 16 i6 n − 1, and the second equality
holds as F(tx) = tF(x) for t ¿ 0. We can now use (26) to obtain the following bound
on |n|:
|n|6 F1(b1)Fn(bn)6
1
( 12 − j)n−1
; (27)
where the last inequality is obtained by applying Theorem 1.7 iteratively. Notice that
the bound on n is polynomial for 0xed n. In a similar fashion we can obtain a bound
on j for n − 1¿ j¿ 1. Suppose that we have chosen multipliers n; : : : ; j+1 and
that we want to determine a bound on j. Let .∗ be the value of . that minimizes
Fj(nbn + · · · + j+1bj+1 + .bj). If this minimum is greater than F1(b1), then there
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does not exist a vector c, with n; : : : ; j+1 0xed such that F1(c)6F1(b1), since in that
case F1(b1)¡Fj(nbn+ · · ·+j+1bj+1 + .∗bj)6Fj(nbn+ · · ·+jbj)=Fj(c)6F1(c),
which yields a contradiction. If the minimum is less than or equal to F1(b1), then we
can obtain the bound
|j − .∗|6 2F1(b1)Fj(bj) 6
2
( 12 − j)j−1
: (28)
Hence, we obtain a search tree that has at most n levels, and, given the bounds on
the multipliers j, each level consists of a number of nodes that is polynomial if n is
0xed.
The generalized basis reduction algorithm was implemented by Cook et al. [23],
and by Wang [105]. Cook et al. used generalized basis reduction to derive a heuris-
tic version of the integer programming algorithm by LovNasz and Scarf (see Section
2.1.3) to solve diQcult integer network design instances. Wang solved both linear and
non-linear integer programming problems using the generalized basis reduction algo-
rithm as a subroutine.
An example illustrating a few iterations of the generalized basis reduction algorithm
is given in Section 2.1.3.
2. Basis reduction in integer programming
The main ideas behind the integer programming algorithms by Lenstra [71], Gr7otschel
et al. [48], Kannan [64], and LovNasz and Scarf [76] described in Section 2.1 are as
follows. A lattice is contained in countably many parallel hyperplanes. If one wants
to decide whether or not a certain polyhedron contains an integral vector, then one
can enumerate some of these lattice hyperplanes. To avoid an unnecessarily large enu-
meration tree one wants to 0nd a representation of the lattice hyperplanes such that
the distance between them is not too small. In particular, for given dimension n one
should only need to enumerate a polynomial number of hyperplanes. To 0nd such a
lattice representation basis reduction is used.
The use of basis reduction in cryptography will be brieRy discussed in Section 2.2
since several interesting theoretical and computational results have been obtained in
this area using basis reduction, and since the lattices and the bases that have been used
in attacking knapsack cryptosystems are related to the lattice used by Aardal et al.
[2,3]. Their algorithm is outlined in Section 2.3. The basic idea behind the algorithms
discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 is to reformulate the problem as a problem of 0nding
a short vector in a certain lattice. One therefore needs to construct a lattice in which
any feasible vector to the considered problem is provably short.
For the reader wishing to study this topic in more detail we refer to the articles
mentioned in this introduction, to the survey article by Kannan [63], and to the text-
books by LovNasz [75], Schrijver [84], Gr7otschel et al. [49], Nemhauser and Wolsey
[80], and Cohen [17]. In these references, and in the article by Lenstra et al. [70],
several applications of basis reduction are mentioned, other than integer programming,
such as 0nding a short non-zero vector in a lattice, 0nding the Hermite normal form of
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a matrix, simultaneous diophantine approximation, factoring polynomials with rational
coeQcients, and 0nding Q-linear relations among real numbers -1; -1; : : : ; -n. Reviewing
these other topics is outside the scope of this section.
2.1. Integer programming in Cxed dimension
Let A be a rational m× n-matrix and let d be a rational m-vector. We consider the
integer programming problem in the following form:
Does there exist an integral vector x such that Ax6d? (29)
Karp [67] showed that the zero-one integer programming problem is NP-complete, and
Borosh and Treybig [10] proved that the integer programming problem (29) belongs to
NP. Combining these results implies that (29) is NP-complete. The NP-completeness
of the zero-one version is a fairly straightforward consequence of the proof by Cook
[19] that the satis0ability problem is NP-complete. An important open question was
still: Can the integer programming problem be solved in polynomial time in bounded
dimension? If the dimension n = 1, the aQrmative answer is trivial. Some special
cases of n = 2 were proven to be polynomially solvable by Hirschberg and Wong
[57], and by Kannan [62]. Scarf [85] showed that (29), for the general case n = 2,
is polynomially solvable. Both Hirschberg and Wong, and Scarf conjectured that the
integer programming problem could be solved in polynomial time if the dimension
is 0xed. The proof of this conjecture was given by Lenstra [71]. We describe three
algorithms for solving the integer programming problem in 0xed dimension: Lenstra’s
algorithm [71] and the algorithm of Gr7otschel et al. [48], which are both based on
LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm [70], and, 0nally, the algorithm of LovNasz and Scarf
[76], which is based on the generalized basis reduction algorithm.
It is worthwhile pointing out here that Barvinok [7] showed that there exists a poly-
nomial time algorithm for counting the number of integral points in a polyhedron if the
dimension is 0xed. Barvinok’s result therefore generalizes the result of Lenstra. Barvi-
nok, however, based his algorithm on an identity by Brion for exponential sums over
polytopes. Later, Dyer and Kannan [30] developed a simpler algorithm for counting
the number of integral points in 0xed dimension. Their algorithm uses only elementary
properties of exponential sums. To describe Barvinok’s result and the improvement by
Dyer and Kannan is outside the scope of this chapter.
2.1.1. Lenstra’s algorithm
Let X = {x∈Rn: Ax6d}. The question we consider is
Is X ∩ Zn = ∅? (30)
An observation made by Lenstra was that “thin” polytopes as in Example 1.1 were
“bad” from the worst-case perspective. He therefore suggested to transform the poly-
tope using a linear transformation % such that the polytope %X becomes “round” ac-
cording to a certain measure. Assume without loss of generality that the polytope X is
full-dimensional and bounded, and let B(p; z) = {x∈Rn: ||x − p||6 z} be the closed
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Fig. 6. (a) The original polytope X is thin, and the ratio R=r is large. (b) The transformed polytope %X is
“round”, and R=r is relatively small.
ball with center p and radius z. The transformation % that we apply to the polytope is
constructed such that B(p; r) ⊂ %X ⊂ B(p; R) for some p∈ %X and such that
R
r
6 c2; (31)
where c2 is a constant that depends only on the dimension n. Relation (31) is the
measure of “roundness” that Lenstra uses. For an illustration, see Fig. 6. Once we
have transformed the polytope, we need to apply the same transformation to the lattice,
which gives us the following problem:
Is %Zn ∩ %X = ∅? (32)
Note that problems (30) and (32) are equivalent. The vectors %ej; 16 j6 n, where
ej is the jth unit vector in Rn, form a basis for the lattice %Zn. If the polytope X
is thin, then this will translate to the lattice basis vectors %ej; 16 j6 n in the sense
that these vectors are long and non-orthogonal. This is where lattice basis reduction
becomes useful. Once we have the transformed polytope %X , Lenstra uses the following
lemma to 0nd a lattice point quickly.
Lemma 2.1 (Lenstra [71]). Let b1; : : : ; bn be any basis for L. Then for all x∈Rn there
exists a vector y∈L such that
||x − y||26 14 (||b1||2 + · · ·+ ||bn||2): (33)
The proof of this lemma suggests a fast construction of the vector y∈L given the
vector x.
Next, let L = %Zn, and let b1; : : : ; bn be a basis for L such that (10) holds. Notice
that (10) holds if the basis is reduced. Also, reorder the vectors such that ||bn||=
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Fig. 7.
max16j6n{||bj||}. Let x = p where p is the center of the closed balls B(p; r) and
B(p; R). Apply Lemma 2.1 to the given x. This gives a lattice vector y∈ %Zn such that
||p− y||26 14 (||b1||2 + · · ·+ ||bn||2)6 14 · n · ||bn||2 (34)
in polynomial time. We now distinguish two cases. Either y∈ %X or y ∈ %X . The
0rst case implies that %X is relatively large, and if we are in this case, then we are
done, so we assume we are in the second case. Since y ∈ %X we know that y is not
inside the ball B(p; r) as B(p; r) is completely contained in %X . Hence we know that
||p− y||¿r, or using (34), that
r ¡ 12 ·
√
n · ||bn||: (35)
Below we will demonstrate that the lattice L is contained in countably many paral-
lel hyperplanes. The distance between any two consecutive hyperplanes is equal to a
certain constant. We now create t subproblems by considering intersections between
the polytope %X with t of these parallel hyperplanes. Each of the subproblems has
dimension at least one lower than the parent problem and they are solved recursively.
The procedure of splitting the problem into subproblems of lower dimension is called
“branching”, and each subproblem is represented by a node in the enumeration tree.
In each node we repeat the whole process of transformation, basis reduction and, if
necessary, branching. The enumeration tree created by this recursive process is of
depth at most n, and the number of nodes at each level is polynomially bounded
by a constant that depends only on the dimension. The value of t will be computed
below.
Let H , h and L′ be de0ned as in Corollary 1.1 and its proof. We can write L as
L= L′ + Zbn ⊂ H + Zbn =
⋃
k∈Z
(H + kbn): (36)
So the lattice L is contained in countably many parallel hyperplanes. For an example we
refer to Fig. 7. The distance between two consecutive hyperplanes is h, and Corollary
1.1 says that h is bounded from below by c−11 ||bn||, which implies that not too many
hyperplanes intersect %X . To determine precisely how many hyperplanes intersect %X ,
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we approximate %X by the ball B(p; R). If t is the number of hyperplanes intersecting
B(p; R) we have
t − 16 2R
h
: (37)
Using relationship (31) between the radii R and r we have 2R6 2rc2¡c2
√
n||bn||,
where the last inequality follows from (35). Since h¿ c−11 ||bn|| (cf. Corollary 1.1),
we get the following bound on the number of hyperplanes that we need to consider:
t − 16 2R
h
¡c1c2
√
n; (38)
which depends on the dimension only. The values of the constants c1 and c2 that
are used by Lenstra are: c1 = 2n(n−1)=4 and c2 = 2n3=2. Lenstra [71] discusses ways of
improving these values. To determine the values of k in expression (36), we express
p as a linear combination of the basis vectors b1; : : : ; bn. Recall that p is the center of
the ball B(p; R) that was used to approximate %X .
So far we have not mentioned how to determine the transformation % and hence
the balls B(p; r) and B(p; R). We give the general idea here without going into detail.
First, determine an n-simplex contained in X . This can be done by repeated calls to the
ellipsoid algorithm. The resulting simplex is described by its extreme points v0; : : : ; vn.
By applying the ellipsoid algorithm repeatedly we can decide whether there exists an
extreme point x of X such that if we replace vj by x we obtain a new simplex whose
volume is at least a factor of 32 larger than the current simplex. We stop the proce-
dure if we cannot 0nd such a new simplex. The factor 32 can be modi0ed, but the
choice will aVect the value of the constant c2, see [71] for further details. We now
map the extreme points of the simplex to the unit vectors of Rn+1 so as to obtain a
regular n-simplex, and we denote this transformation by %. Lenstra [71] shows that %
has the property that if we let p = 1=(n + 1)
∑n
j=0 e
j, where ej is the jth unit vector
of Rn+1 (i.e., p is the center of the regular simplex), then there exists closed balls
B(p; r) and B(p; R) such that B(p; r) ⊂ %X ⊂ B(p; R) for some p∈ %X , and such
that R=r6 c2.
Kannan [64] developed a variant of Lenstra’s algorithm. The algorithm follows
Lenstra’s algorithm up to the point where he has applied a linear transformation to
the polytope X and obtained a polytope %X such that B(p; r) ⊂ %X ⊂ B(p; R) for
some p∈ %X . Here Kannan proceeds as follows. He applies a reduction algorithm to a
basis of the lattice %Zn that produces a “reduced” basis de0ned diVerently to a LovNasz’
reduced basis. In particular, in Kannan’s reduced basis the 0rst basis vector is the
shortest non-zero lattice vector. As in Lenstra’s algorithm two cases are considered.
Either %X is relatively large which implies that %X contains a lattice vector, or %X is
small, which means that not too many lattice hyperplanes can intersect %X . Each such
intersection gives rise to a subproblem of at least one dimension lower. Kannan’s re-
duced basis makes it possible to improve the bound on the number of hyperplanes that
has to be considered to O(n5=2). As far as we know, no implementation of Lenstra’s
or Kannan’s algorithms has been reported on in the literature.
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2.1.2. The algorithm of Gr/otschel et al.
Gr7otschel et al. [48] used ellipsoidal approximations of the feasible set X and derived
an algorithm based on the same principles as Lenstra’s algorithm. Here we will give a
sketch of their approach. Assume without loss of generality that X = {x∈Rn: Ax6d}
is bounded and full-dimensional. The key idea is to rapidly 0nd a vector y∈Zn, as
Lenstra does through Lemma 2.1, and if y does not belong to X , to 0nd a non-zero
integral direction c such that the width of the polytope X in this direction is bounded
by a constant depending only on n. This is expressed in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2 (Gr7otschel et al. [48]). Let Ax6d be a system of m rational inequali-
ties in n variables; and let X ={x: Ax6d}. There exists a polynomial algorithm that
Cnds either an integral vector y∈X ; or a vector c∈Zn \ 0 such that
max{cTx: x∈X } −min{cTx: x∈X }6 2n(n+ 1)2n(n−1)=4: (39)
Remark 2.1. Gr7otschel et al. in fact gave the polytope {x: Ax6d} in terms of a
separation oracle; and not by an explicit description. This gives rise to a slightly more
involved proof. Here we follow the presentation of Schrijver [91]. Notice that the
algorithm referred to in Theorem 2.2 is polynomial for arbitrary n.
Here we will not make a transformation to a lattice %Zn, but remain in the lattice
Zn. The 0rst step is to 0nd two ellipsoids; one contained in X , and one containing X .
Let D be a positive semide0nite n× n-matrix, and let p∈Rn. The ellipsoid associated
with p and D is de0ned as E(p;D) = {x∈Rn: (x − p)TD−1(x − p)6 1}. The vector
p is called the center of the ellipsoid E(p;D). GoQn [37] showed that it is possible
to 0nd ellipsoids E(p; (1=(n+ 1)2)D); E(p;D) in polynomial time such that
E
(
p;
1
(n+ 1)2
D
)
⊆ X ⊆ E(p;D): (40)
Next, we apply basis reduction, but instead of using the Euclidean norm to measure
the length of the basis vectors, as described in Section 2.2, we use a norm de0ned
by the positive de0nite matrix D−1 describing the ellipsoids, see [91, Chapters 6 and
18]. The norm == == de0ned by the matrix D−1 is given by ||x|| =
√
xTD−1x. Given a
positive de0nite rational matrix D−1, we can apply basis reduction to the unit basis
to obtain a basis b1; : : : ; bn for the lattice Zn in polynomial time that satis0es (cf. the
second inequality of (10))
n∏
j=1
==bj==6 2n(n−1)=4
√
det(D−1): (41)
Next, reorder the basis vectors such that ==bn== = max16j6n {==bj==}. After reordering,
inequality (41) still holds. Suppose that the vector y∈Zn, which can be found by
applying Lemma 2.1 with x = p, does not belong to X . We then have that y ∈ E(p;
(1=(n + 1)2)D) as this ellipsoid is contained in X , which implies that ==p − y==¿
1=(n + 1). Using (34) we obtain 1=2 · √n · ==bn==¿ ==p − y==¿ 1=(n + 1) which gives
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the following bound on the length of the nth basis vector:
==bn== ¿
2√
n(n+ 1)
¿
1
n(n+ 1)
: (42)
Choose a direction c such that the components of c are relatively prime integers, and
such that c is orthogonal to the subspace generated by the basis vectors b1; : : : ; bn−1.
One can show, see [91, pp. 257–258], that if we consider a vector z such that
zTD−1z6 1, then
|cTz|6
√
det(D)==b1== · · · · · ==bn−1==6 2n(n−1)=4==bn==−1¡n(n+ 1)2n(n−1)=4; (43)
where the second inequality follows from inequality (41), and the last inequality follows
from (42). If a vector z satis0es zTD−1z6 1, then z ∈E(p;D), which implies that
|cT(z − p)|6 n(n+ 1)2n(n−1)=4. We then obtain
max{cTx: x∈X } −min{cTx: x∈X }
6max{cTx: x∈E(p;D)} −min{cTx: x∈E(p;D)}
6 2n(n+ 1)2n(n−1)=4; (44)
which gives the desired result.
Lenstra’s result that the integer programming problem can be solved in polynomial
time for 0xed n follows from Theorem 2.2. If we apply the algorithm implied by The-
orem 2.2, we either 0nd an integral point y∈X or a thin direction c, i.e., a direction
c such that Eq. (44) holds. Assume that the direction c is the outcome of the algo-
rithm. Let & = min{cTx: x∈X }. All points in X ∩ Zn are contained in the parallel
hyperplanes cTx= t where t=&; : : : ; &+2n(n+1)2n(n−1)=4, so, if n is 0xed we get poly-
nomially many hyperplanes, each giving rise to a subproblem of dimension less than
or equal to n−1: does there exist an integral vector x∈{X : cTx= t}? For each of these
lower-dimensional problems we repeat the algorithm of Theorem 2.2. The search tree
has at most n levels and each level has polynomially many nodes if the dimension is
0xed.
2.1.3. The algorithm of LovAasz and Scarf
The integer programming algorithm of LovNasz and Scarf [76] determines, in polyno-
mial time for 0xed n, whether there exists a thin direction for the polytope X . If X is
not thin in any direction, then X has to contain an integral vector. If a thin direction
is found, then one needs to branch, i.e., divide the problem into lower-dimensional
subproblems, in order to determine whether or not a feasible vector exists, but then
the number of branches is polynomially bounded for 0xed n. If the algorithm indicates
that X contains an integral vector, then one needs to determine a so-called Korkine–
Zolotarev basis in order to construct a feasible vector. The LovNasz–Scarf algorithm
avoids the approximations by balls as in Lenstra’s algorithm, or by ellipsoids as in the
algorithm by Gr7otschel et al. Again, we assume that X ={x∈Rn: Ax6d} is bounded,
rational, and full-dimensional.
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Denition 2.1. The width of the polytope X in the non-zero direction c is determined
as
max{cTx: x∈X } −min{cTx: x∈X }=max{cT(x − y): x∈X; y∈X }: (45)
Let (X − X ) = {(x − y): x∈X; y∈X )} be the diVerence set corresponding to X .
Recall that (X − X )∗ denotes the dual set corresponding to (X − X ), and notice that
(X−X )∗ is symmetric about the origin. The distance functions associated with (X−X )∗
are:
Fj(c) = min
-1 ;:::;-j−1∈Q
F(c + -1b1 + · · ·+ -j−1bj−1) (46)
=max{cT(x − y): x∈X; y∈X; bT1 (x − y) = 0; : : : ; bTj−1(x − y) = 0};
(47)
(cf. expressions (17) and (18)). Here, we notice that F(c) = F1(c) is the width of X
in the direction c. From the above we see that a lattice vector c that minimizes the
width of the polytope X is a shortest lattice vector for the polytope (X − X )∗.
To outline the algorithm by LovNasz and Scarf we need the results given in Theorems
2.3 and 2.4 below, and the de0nition of a so-called generalized Korkine–Zolotarev
basis. Let bj; 16 j6 n be de0ned recursively as follows. Given b1; : : : ; bj−1, the vector
bj minimizes Fj(x) over all lattice vectors that are linearly independent of b1; : : : ; bj−1.
A generalized Korkine–Zolotarev (KZ) basis is de0ned to be any proper basis b′1; : : : ; b
′
n
associated with bj; 16 j6 n. (See De0nition 1.5 for the de0nition of a proper basis.)
The notion of a generalized KZ basis was introduced by Kannan and LovNasz [65,66].
Kannan and LovNasz [65] gave an algorithm for computing a generalized KZ basis in
polynomial time for 0xed n.
Theorem 2.3 (Kannan and LovNasz [66]). Let F(c) be the length of the shortest lat-
tice vector c with respect to the set (X − X )∗; and let 2KZ =
∑n
j=1 Fj(b
′
j); where
b′j; 16 j6 n is a generalized Korkine–Zolotarev basis. There exists a universal con-
stant c0 such that
F(c)2KZ6 c0 · n · (n+ 1)=2: (48)
To derive their result, Kannan and LovNasz used a lower bound on the product of the
volume of a convex set C ⊂ Rn that is symmetric about the origin, and the volume of
its dual C∗. The bound, due to Bourgain and Milman [11], is equal to cnBM=n
n, where
cBM is a constant depending only on n. In Theorem 2.3 we have c0 = 4=cBM. See also
the remark below.
Theorem 2.4 (Kannan and LovNasz [66]). Let b1; : : : ; bn be any basis for Zn; and let X
be a bounded convex set that is symmetric about the origin. If 2=
∑n
j=1 Fj(bj)6 1;
then X contains an integral vector.
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The 0rst step of the LovNasz–Scarf algorithm is to compute the shortest vector c with
respect to (X −X )∗ using the algorithm described in Section 2.3. If F(c)¿ c0 ·n · (n+
1)=2, then 2KZ6 1, which by Theorem 2.4 implies that X contains an integral vector. If
F(c)¡c0 ·n·(n+1)=2, then we need to branch. Due to the de0nition of F(c) we have in
this case that max{cTx: x∈X }−min{cTx: x∈X }¡c0 ·n ·(n+1)=2, which implies that
the polytope X in the direction c is “thin”. As in the algorithm by Gr7otschel et al. we
create one subproblem for every hyperplane cTx=&; : : : ; cTx=&+c0 ·n ·(n+1)=2, where
& = min{cTx: x∈X }. Once we have 0xed a hyperplane cTx = t, we have obtained
a problem in dimension less than or equal to n − 1, and we repeat the process. This
procedure creates a search tree that is at most n deep, and that has a polynomial
number of branches at each level. The algorithm called in each branch is, however,
polynomial for 0xed dimension only. First, the generalized basis reduction algorithm
runs in polynomial time for 0xed dimension, and second, computing the shortest vector
c is done in polynomial time for 0xed dimension. An alternative would be to use the
0rst reduced basis vector with respect to (X − X )∗, instead of the shortest vector c.
According to Proposition 1.8, F(b1)6 ( 12 −j)1−nF(c). In this version of the algorithm
we would 0rst check whether F(b1)¿ c0 · n · (n + 1)=(2( 12 − j)1−n). If yes, then X
contains an integral vector, and if no, we need to branch, and we create at most
c0 · n · (n+ 1)=(2( 12 − j)n−1) hyperplanes. We again obtain a search tree of at most n
levels, but in this version the number of branches created at each level is polynomially
bounded for 0xed n only.
If the algorithm terminates with the result that X contains an integral vector, then
LovNasz and Scarf describe how such a vector can be constructed by using the Korkine–
Zolotarev basis (see [76, proof of Theorem 10]).
Remark 2.2. Lagarias et al. [68] derive bounds on the Euclidean length of Korkine–
Zolotarev reduced basis vectors of a lattice and its dual lattice. Let W be the vector
space spanned by the lattice L. The lattice L∗ dual to L is de0ned as L∗={w∈W : wTv
is an integer for all v∈L}. The bounds are given in terms of the successive minima of
L and L∗. These bounds; in turn; imply bounds on the product of successive minima
of L and L∗. Later; Kannan and LovNasz [65;66] introduced the generalized Korkine–
Zolotarev basis; as de0ned above; and derived bounds such as developed in the paper
by Lagarias et al. These bounds were used to study covering minima of a convex set
with respect to a lattice; such as the covering radius; and the lattice width. An important
result by Kannan and LovNasz is that the product of the 0rst successive minima of the
lattices L and L∗ is bounded from above by c0 · n. This improves on a similar result
of Lagarias et al. and implies Theorem 2.3 above. There are many interesting results
on properties of various lattice constants. Many of them are described in the survey
by Kannan [63]; and will not be discussed further here.
Example 2.1. The following example demonstrates a few iterations with the general-
ized basis reduction algorithm. Consider the polytope X={x∈R2¿0: x1+7x2¿ 7; 2x1+
7x26 14; −5x1+4x26 4}. Let j=1 and j= 14 . Assume we want to use the generalized
basis reduction algorithm to 0nd a direction in which the width of X is small. Recall
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Fig. 8.
that a lattice vector c that minimizes the width of X is a shortest lattice vector with
respect to the set (X − X )∗. The 0rst reduced basis vector is an approximation of the
shortest vector for (X − X )∗ and hence an approximation of the thinnest direction for
X . The distance functions associated with (X − X )∗ are
Fj(c) = max{cT(x − y): x∈X; y∈X; bTi (x − y) = 0; 16 i6 j − 1}:
The initial basis is
b1 =
(
1
0
)
; b2 =
(
0
1
)
:
We obtain F1(b1) = 7:0; F1(b2) = 1:8; F2(b2) = 0:9; &=0; and F1(b2 + 0b1) = 1:8, see
Fig. 8. Notice that the widths Fj are not the geometric widths, but the widths with
respect to the indicated directions.
Checking Conditions (19) and (20) shows that Condition (19) is satis0ed as F1(b2+
0b1)¿F1(b2), but that Condition (20) is violated as F1(b2)  (3=4)F1(b1), so we
interchange b1 and b2 and remain at j = 1.
Now we have j = 1 and
b1 =
(
0
1
)
; b2 =
(
1
0
)
:
F1(b1) = 1:8; F1(b2) = 7:0; F2(b2) = 3:5; & = 4; and F1(b2 + 4b1) = 3:9, see Fig. 9.
Condition (19) is violated as F1(b2 + 4b1) F1(b2), so we replace b2 by b2 + 4b1 =
(1; 4)T. Given the new basis vector b2 we check Condition (20) and we conclude that
this condition is satis0ed. Hence the basis
b1 =
(
0
1
)
; b2 =
(
1
4
)
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Fig. 9.
Fig. 10.
is LovNasz–Scarf reduced, see Fig. 10. The vectors b1 and b2 indicate directions in
which the polytope X is thin.
2.2. Basis reduction and knapsack cryptosystems
Basis reduction has been used successfully to 0nd solutions to subset sum problems
arising in knapsack cryptosystems. For a recent excellent overview we refer to Joux
and Stern [60].
A sender wants to transmit a message to a receiver. The plaintext message of the
sender consists of a 0–1 vector x1; : : : ; xn, and this message is encrypted by using inte-
gral weights a1; : : : ; an leading to an encrypted message a0=
∑n
j=1 ajxj. The coeQcients
aj; 16 j6 n, are known to the public, but there is a hidden structure in the relation
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between these coeQcients, called a trapdoor, which only the receiver knows. If the
trapdoor is known, then the subset sum problem:
Determine a 0–1 vector x such that
n∑
j=1
ajxj = a0 (49)
can be solved easily. For an eavesdropper that does not know the trapdoor, however,
the subset sum problem should be hard to solve in order to obtain a secure transmission.
The density of a set of coeQcients aj; 16 j6 n is de0ned as
d(a) = d({a1; : : : ; an}) = nlog2(max16j6n {aj})
: (50)
The density, as de0ned above, is an approximation of the information rate at which
bits are transmitted. The interesting case is d(a)6 1, since for d(a)¿ 1 the subset
sum problem (49) will in general have several solutions, which makes it unsuitable
for generating encrypted messages. Lagarias and Odlyzko [69] proposed an algorithm
based on basis reduction that often 0nds a solution to the subset sum problem (49)
for instances having relatively low density. Earlier research had found methods based
on recovering trapdoor information. If the information rate is high, i.e., d(a) is high,
then the trapdoor information is relatively hard to conceal. The result of Lagarias
and Odlyzko therefore complements the earlier results by providing a method that is
successful for low-density instances. In their algorithm Lagarias and Odlyzko consider
a lattice in Zn+1 consisting of vectors of the following form:
La;a0 = {(x1; : : : ; xn; (ax − a05))T}; (51)
where 5 is a variable associated with the right-hand side of ax = a0. Notice that the
lattice vectors that are interesting for the subset sum problem all have 5 = 1 and
ax − a05= 0. It is easy to write down an initial basis B for La;a0 :
B=
(
I (n) 0(n×1)
a −a0
)
; (52)
where I (n) denotes the n-dimensional identity matrix, and where 0(n×1) denotes an
(n× 1) matrix (i.e. a column vector) consisting only of zeros. To see that B is a basis
for La;a0 , we note that taking integer linear combinations of the column vectors of B
generates vectors of type (51). Let x∈Zn and 5∈Z. We obtain(
x
ax − a05
)
= B
(
x
5
)
: (53)
The algorithm SV (short vector) by Lagarias and Odlyzko consists of the following
steps:
1. Apply LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm to the basis B (52), which yields a reduced
basis B′.
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2. Check if any of the columns b′k = (b
′
1k ; : : : ; b
′
n+1; k) has all b
′
jk = 0 or . for some
0xed constant ., for 16 j6 n. If such a reduced basis vector is found, check if
the vector xj = b′jk =.; 16 j6 n is a solution to
∑n
j=1 ajxj = a0, and if yes, stop.
Otherwise go to Step 3.
3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for the basis B with a0 =
∑n
j=1 aj − a0, which corresponds to
complementing all xj-variables, i.e., considering 1− xj instead of xj.
Algorithm SV runs in polynomial time as LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm runs in
polynomial time. It is not certain, however, that algorithm SV actually produces a
solution to the subset sum problem. As Theorem 2.5 below shows, however, we can
expect algorithm SV to work well on instances of (49) having low density. Consider
a 0–1 vector x, which we will consider as 0xed. We assume that
∑n
j=1 xj6 n=2.
The reason for this assumption is that either
∑n
j=1 xj6 n=2, or
∑n
j=1 x
′
j6 n=2, where
x′j=(1−xj), and since algorithm SV is run for both cases, one can perform the analysis
for the vector that does satisfy the assumption. Let Xx = (x1; : : : ; xn; 0). Let the sample
space 6(A; Xx) of lattices be de0ned to consist of all lattices La;a0 generated by basis
(52) such that
16 aj6A for 16 j6 n; (54)
and
a0 =
n∑
j=1
aj Xxj: (55)
There is precisely one lattice in the sample space for each vector a satisfying (54).
Therefore the sample space consists of An lattices.
Theorem 2.5 (Lagarias and Odlyzko [69]). Let Xx be a 0–1 vector for which
∑n
j=1 Xxj
6 n=2. If A= 2(n for any constant (¿ 1:54725; then the number of lattices La;a0 in
6(A; Xx) that contain a vector v such that v = k Xx for all k ∈Z; and such that ||v||26 n=2
is
O(An−c1(()(logA)2); (56)
where c1(() = 1− 1:54725=(¿ 0.
For A=2(n, the density of the subset sum problems associated with the lattices in the
sample space can be proved to be equal to (−1. This implies that Theorem 2.5 applies
to lattices having density d(a)¡ (1:54725)−1 ≈ 0:6464. Expression (56) gives a bound
on the number of lattices we need to subtract from the total number of lattices in the
sample space, An, in order to obtain the number of lattices in 6(A; Xx) for which Xx is
the shortest non-zero vector. Here we notice that term (56) grows slower than the term
An as n goes to in0nity, and hence we can conclude that “almost all” lattices in the
sample space 6(A; Xx) have Xx as the shortest vector. So, the subset sum problems (49)
with density d(a)¡ 0:6464 could be solved in polynomial time if we had an oracle
that could compute the shortest vector in the lattice La;a0 . Lagarias and Odlyzko also
prove that the algorithm SV actually 0nds a solution to “almost all” feasible subset
sum problems (49) having density d(a)¡ (2− j)(log( 43 ))−1n−1 for any 0xed j¿ 0.
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Coster et al. [27] proposed two ways of improving Theorem 2.5. They showed that
“almost all” subset sum problems (49) having density d(a)¡ 0:9408 can be solved
in polynomial time in presence of an oracle that 0nds the shortest vector in certain
lattices. Both ways of improving the bound on the density involve some changes in the
lattice considered by Lagarias and Odlyzko. The 0rst lattice L′a;a0 ∈Qn+1 considered by
Coster et al. is de0ned as
L′a;a0 = {(x1 − 125; : : : ; xn − 125; N (ax − a05))T}; (57)
where N is a natural number. The following basis XB spans L′:
XB=
(
I (n) (− 12 )(n×1)
Na −Na0
)
: (58)
Here (− 12 )(n×1) denotes the (n × 1)-matrix consisting of elements − 12 only. As in
the analysis by Lagarias and Odlyzko, we consider a 0xed vector x∈{0; 1}n, and we
let Xx = (x1; : : : ; xn; 0). The vector Xx does not belong to the lattice L′, but the vector
w= (w1; : : : ; wn; 0), where wj = xj − 12 ; 16 j6 n does. So, if LovNasz’ basis reduction
algorithm is applied to XB and if the reduced basis XB
′
contains a vector (w1; : : : ; wn; 0)
with wj = {− 12 ; 12}; 16 j6 n, then the vector (wj + 12); 16 j6 n solves the subset
sum problem (49). By shifting the feasible region to be symmetric about the origin
we now look for vectors of shorter Euclidean length. Coster et al. prove the following
theorem that is analogous to Theorem 2.5.
Theorem 2.6 (Coster et al. [27]). Let A be a natural number; and let a1; : : : ; an be
random integers such that 16 aj6A; for 16 j6 n. Let x = (x1; : : : ; xn); xj ∈{0; 1};
be Cxed; and let a0 =
∑n
j=1 ajxj. If the density d(a)¡ 0:9408; then the subset sum
problem (49) deCned by a1; : : : ; an can “almost always” be solved in polynomial time
by a single call to an oracle that Cnds the shortest vector in the lattice L′a;a0 .
Coster et al. prove Theorem 2.6 by showing that the probability that the lattice L′a;a0
contains a vector v= (v1; : : : ; vn+1) satisfying
v = kw for all k ∈Z; and ||v||26 ||w||2 (59)
is bounded by
n(4n
√
n+ 1)
2c0n
A
(60)
for c0 = 1:0628. Using the lattice L′, note that ||w||26 n=4. The number N in basis
(58) is used in the following sense. Any vector in the lattice L′ is an integer linear
combination of the basis vectors. Hence, the (n+1)th element of a such a lattice vector
is an integer multiple of N . If N is chosen large enough, then a lattice vector can be
“short” only if the (n+1)th element is equal to zero. Since it is known that the length
of w is bounded by 12
√
n, then it suQces to choose N ¿ 12
√
n in order to conclude that
for a vector v to be shorter than w it should satisfy vn+1 =0. Hence, Coster et al. only
need to consider lattice vectors v in their proof that satisfy vn+1 = 0. In the theorem
we assume that the density d(a) of the subset sum problems is less than 0.9408.
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Using the de0nition of d(a) we obtain d(a)= n=log2(max16j6n {aj})¡ 0:9408, which
implies that max16j6n {aj}¿ 2n=0:9408, giving A¿ 2c0n. For A¿ 2c0n, the bound (60)
goes to zero as n goes to in0nity, which shows that “almost all” subset sum problems
having density d(a)¡ 0:9408 can be solved in polynomial time given the existence
of a shortest vector oracle. Coster et al. also gave another lattice L′′(a; a0)∈Zn+2 that
could be used to obtain the result given in Theorem 2.6. The lattice L′′(a; a0) consists
of vectors
L′′(a; a0)
=



(n+ 1)x1 −
n∑
k=1
k =1
xk − 5; : : : ; (n+ 1)xn −
n∑
k=1
k =n
xk − 5;
(n+ 1)5−
n∑
j=1
xj; N (ax − a05)


T
 ; (61)
and is spanned by the basis

(n+ 1) −1 −1 · · · −1
−1 (n+ 1) −1 · · · −1
...
. . .
...
−1 · · · −1 (n+ 1) −1
−1 · · · · · · −1 (n+ 1)
Na1 Na2 · · · Nan −Na0


: (62)
Note that the lattice L′′(a; a0) is not full-dimensional as the basis consists of n + 1
vectors. Given a reduced basis vector w = (w1; : : : ; wn+1; 0), we solve the system of
equations
wj = (n+ 1)xj −
n∑
k=1; k =j
xk − 5; 16 j6 n; wn+1 = (n+ 1)5−
n∑
j=1
xj
and check whether 5 = 1, and the vector x∈{0; 1}n. If so, x solves the subset sum
problem (49). Coster et al. show that for x∈{0; 1}n; 5 = 1, we obtain ||w||26 n3=4,
and they indicate how to show that most of the time there will be no shorter vectors
in L′′(a; a0).
2.3. Solving diophantine equations using basis reduction
Aardal et al. [2,3] considered the following integer feasibility problem:
Does there exist a vector x∈Zn such that Ax = d; l6 x6 u? (63)
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Here A is an m×n-matrix, with m6 n, and the vectors d; l, and u are of compatible di-
mensions. We assume that all input data is integral. Problem (63) is NP-complete, but if
we remove the bound constraints l6 x6 u, it is polynomially solvable. A standard way
of tackling problem (63) is by branch-and-bound, but for the applications considered
by Aardal et al. this method did not work well. Let X={x∈Zn: Ax=d; l6 x6 u}. In-
stead of using a method based on the linear relaxation of the problem, they considered
the following integer relaxation of X , XIR ={x∈Zn: Ax=d}. Determining whether XIR
is empty can be carried out in polynomial time for instance by generating the Hermite
normal form of the matrix A. Let x0 be an integral vector satisfying Ax0 = d, and let
Y be an n× (n−m)-matrix consisting of integer, linearly independent column vectors
yj; 16 j6 n− m, such that Ayj = 0 for 16 j6 n− m. We can now rewrite XIR as
XIR = {x∈Zn: x = x0 + Y; ∈Zn−m}; (64)
that is, we express any vector x that satis0es Ax=d as a vector x0, satisfying Ax0 =d,
plus an integer linear combination of vectors that form a basis of the lattice L0 =
{x∈Zn: Ax = 0}. Since a lattice may have several bases, reformulation (64) is not
unique.
The intuition behind the approach of Aardal et al. is as follows. Suppose that we
are able to obtain a vector x0 that is short with respect to the bounds. Then, we
may hope that x0 satis0es l6 x06 u, in which case we are done. If x0 does not
satisfy the bounds, then we observe that A(x0 + y) = d for any integer multiplier 
and any vector y satisfying Ay = 0. Hence, we can derive an enumeration scheme in
which we branch on integer linear combinations of vectors y satisfying Ay=0, which
explains the reformulation (64) of XIR. Similar to Lagarias and Odlyzko, we choose a
lattice, diVerent from the standard lattice Zn, in which solutions to our problem (63)
are relatively short vectors, and then apply basis reduction to the initial basis of the
chosen lattice.
Aardal et al. [3] suggested a lattice LA;d ∈Zn+m+1 that contains vectors of the fol-
lowing form:
(xT; N15; N2(a1x − d15); : : : ; N2(amx − dm5))T; (65)
where ai is the ith row of the matrix A, where N1 and N2 are natural numbers, and
where 5, as in Section 2.2, is a variable associated with the right-hand side vector d.
The basis B given below spans the lattice LA;d:
B=


I (n) 0(n×1)
0(1×n) N1
N2A −N2d

 : (66)
The lattice LA;d ⊂ Zm+n+1 is not full-dimensional as B only contains n + 1 columns.
The numbers N1 and N2 are chosen so as to guarantee that certain elements of the
reduced basis are equal to zero (cf. the diVerent role of the number N used in the
bases (58) and (62)). The following proposition states precisely which type of vectors
we wish to obtain.
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Proposition 2.7. The integer vector x0 satisCes Ax0 = d if and only if the vector
((x0)T; N1; 0(1×m))T = B
(
x0
1
)
(67)
belongs to the lattice L; and the integer vector y satisCes Ay = 0 if and only if the
vector
(yT; 0; 0(1×m))T = B
(
y
0
)
(68)
belongs to the lattice L.
Let Bˆ be the basis obtained by applying LovNasz’ basis reduction algorithm to the
basis B, and let bˆj=(bˆ1j; : : : ; bˆn+m+1; j) be the jth column vector of Bˆ. Aardal et al. [3]
prove that if the numbers N1 and N2 are chosen appropriately, then the (n−m+ 1)th
column of Bˆ is of type (67), and the 0rst n− m columns of Bˆ are of type (68), i.e.,
the 0rst n− m+ 1 columns of Bˆ are of the following form:

Y (n×(n−m)) x0
0(1×(n−m)) N1
0(m×(n−m)) 0

 : (69)
This result is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.8 (Aardal et al. [3]). Assume that there exists an integral vector x satisf-
ying the system Ax= d. There exist numbers N01 and N02 such that if N1¿N01; and
if N2¿ 2n+mN 21 + N02; then the vectors bˆj ∈Zn+m+1 of the reduced basis Bˆ have the
following properties:
(1) bˆn+1; j = 0 for 16 j6 n− m;
(2) bˆij = 0 for n+ 26 i6 n+ m+ 1 and 16 j6 n− m+ 1;
(3) |bˆn+1; n−m+1|= N1.
Moreover; the sizes of N01 and N02 are polynomially bounded in the sizes of A and
d.
In the proof of Properties 1 and 2 of Theorem 2.8, Aardal et al. make use of
inequality (15) of Proposition 1.4.
Once we have obtained the matrix Y and the vector x0, we can derive the following
equivalent formulation of problem (63):
Does there exist a vector ∈Zn−m such that l6 x0 + Y6 u? (70)
Aardal et al. [3] and Aardal et al. [1] investigated the eVect of the reformulation
on the number of nodes of a linear programming based branch-and-bound algorithm.
They considered three sets of instances: instances obtained from Philips Research Labs,
the Frobenius instances of CornuNejols et al. [25], and the market split instances of
CornuNejols and Dawande [24]. The results were encouraging. For instance, after trans-
forming problem (63) to problem (70), the size of the market split instances that
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could be solved doubled. Aardal et al. [1] also investigated the performance of integer
branching. Let P = {∈Zn−m: l6 x0 + Y6 u}. At node k of the enumeration tree
they choose a unit vector ej; 16 j6 n−m that has not yet been chosen at any of the
predecessors of node k. Then, they compute &k = min{(ej)T: ∈P ∩ {j’s 0xed
at predecessors of k}} and .k = max{(ej)T: ∈P ∩ {j’s 0xed at predecessors of
k}}. At node k; .k − &k + 1 subproblems, or branches, are created by 0xing j
to &k ; &k + 1; : : : ; .k . DiVerent strategies for choosing a unit direction ej were con-
sidered. This branching scheme can be viewed as a heuristic version of the inte-
ger programming algorithms described in Section 2.1. Instead of using vectors that
give provably thin directions, only unit vectors were used. The experiments indi-
cated that the unit vectors yield good directions, i.e., only few nodes were created
at each branch, and typically, at a modest depth of the search tree only one branch
was created. One way of explaining why the reformulated problem is so much easier
to solve is that the index of the lattice L0 = {x∈Zn: Ax = 0} in Zn is, in general,
larger than one. Let 6 be a sublattice of the lattice M . The index I of 6 in M
is de0ned as I = d(6)=d(M). If the index of 6 in M is large, then M contains
a large number of vectors that are diVerent from the vectors in 6, which means
that a certain “scaling eVect” is obtained. We illustrate this eVect in the following
example.
Example 2.2. Consider the polytope X={x∈R3: 2x1+4x2+5x3=8; 06 xj6 1; 16 j
6 3}. The set X is illustrated in grey in Fig. 11. The question is: does X contain an
integral vector? To use branch-and-bound we need to introduce an objective function.
Here we have chosen min(x1 + x2 + x3). The optimal solution to the linear relaxation
of this instance is x = (0; 34 ; 1)
T. Two branch-and-bound nodes are created by adding
the constraints x2 = 0 and 1. The subproblem implied by x2 = 0 is infeasible, but if we
impose x2 = 1 we obtain the solution x = (0; 1; 45 ), and we need to branch on variable
x3.
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If we reformulate the integer feasibility problem according to (70) we obtain, through
basis reduction, the vector x0 = (0; 2; 0)T and the matrix
Y =


−2 1
1 2
0 −2

 :
The question is: Does there exist a vector ∈Z2 such that ∈P, where P={∈Z2: 0
6 − 21 + 26 1; −26 1 + 226 − 1; 06 − 226 1}. The linear relaxation of
P is given in Fig. 12. If we use min(1 + 2) as objective function, we obtain the
fractional point  = (− 34 ;− 12 )T, but, the subproblems created by branching on 1 as
well as on 2 are infeasible. In fact, regardless of the objective function that is used,
integer infeasibility is detected at the root node. This example is of course so small that
it is hard to draw any conclusions, but if we draw the coordinate system corresponding
to the formulation in -variables in the coordinate system of the x-variables, we can
observe the scaling eVect discussed above. This is done by translating the lattice L0 =
{x∈Z3: 2x1 +4x2 +5x3 =0} to the point x0, i.e., the origin of the -coordinate system
is located at the vector x0. The unit vector  = (−1; 0)T corresponds to the vector
x=(2; 1; 0)T, and the vector =(0;−1)T corresponds to the vector x=(−1; 0; 2)T, see
Fig. 13. The determinant of the lattice L0 is equal to
√
45, whereas the determinant of
Z3 is equal to 1.
The computational study by Aardal et al. [1] indicated that integer branching on the
unit vectors in the space of the -variables taken in the order j=n−m; : : : ; 1 was quite
eVective, and in general much better than the order 1; : : : ; n−m. This can be explained
as follows. Due to LovNasz’ algorithm, the vectors of Y are more or less in order of
increasing length, so typically, the (n−m)th vector of Y is the longest one. Branching
on this vector 0rst should generate relatively few hyperplanes intersecting the linear
relaxation of X , if this set has a regular shape. Note, that to branch on the jth vector
of Y corresponds to branching on the jth unit vector in the space of the -variables.
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Recently, Louveaux and Wolsey [77] considered the problem: “Does there exist a
matrix X ∈Zm×n such that XA = C, and BX = D?”, where A∈Zn×p and B∈Zq×m.
Their study was motivated by a portfolio planning problem, where variable xij denotes
the number of shares of type j included in portfolio i. This problem can be written in
the same form as problem (63), so in principle the approach discussed in this section
could be applied. For reasonable problem sizes Louveaux and Wolsey observed that
the basis reduction step became too time consuming. Instead they determine reduced
bases for the lattices LA0 = {y∈Zn: yTA = 0}, and LB0 = {z ∈Zm: Bz = 0}. Let BA be
a basis for the lattice LA0 , and let BB be a basis for the lattice L
B
0 . They showed that
taking the so-called Kronecker product of the matrices BTA and BB yields a basis for
the lattice L0 = {X ∈Zm×n: XA= 0; BX = 0}. The Kronecker product of two matrices
M ∈Rm×n, and N ∈Rp×q is de0ned as
M ⊗ N =


m11N · · · m1nN
: : :
. . . : : :
mm1N · · · mmnN

 :
Moreover, they showed that the basis of L0 obtained by taking the Kronecker product
between BTA and BB is reduced, up to a reordering of the basis vectors, if the bases BA
and BB are reduced. Computational experience is reported.
2.4. Discussion
One important question is whether there exist versions of the integer programming
algorithms presented in Section 2.1 that can be used with good results in practice. It
should be noted that the main purpose of the algorithms by Lenstra [71], and by LovNasz
and Scarf [76], was to prove a theorem. No particular care was taken to ensure good
performance in practice. However there is some evidence that the concepts discussed
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in Sections 1 and 2 can be used to design eVective practical integer programming
algorithms, namely the studies by Cook et al. [23], by Aardal et al. [1,3], and by
Louveaux and Wolsey [77]. Two of these concepts appear to be worth emphasizing:
branching on hyperplanes, and considering sublattices.
Branching on hyperplanes, or “integer branching”, in directions in which the polytope
is thin may reduce the number of nodes that one needs to evaluate in an enumeration
tree quite drastically. One problem that needs to be dealt with is the amount of eVort
spent in each node. To compute search directions that are provably thin is quite time
consuming, so heuristic algorithms are needed.
One of the features of the approach by Aardal et al. [3] is to consider a sublattice
of Zn. Combining this idea with integer branching led to a decrease in the number
of enumeration nodes of up to a factor of 104, compared with the number of nodes
needed using branch-and-bound on the original formulation [1]. Similar results were
obtained by Louveaux and Wolsey [77].
The instances tackled by Cook et al. [23] and by Aardal et al. [1], were relatively
small. If one applies LovNasz’ algorithm to such instances to obtain a reformulation
such as (70), then the basis reduction only takes a couple of seconds. Therefore, the
branching phase is the bottleneck. If one wants to solve medium size instances, then
the reduction phase will be time consuming using the current versions of LovNasz’
algorithm. A faster basis reduction algorithm and further studies on how to construct
composite bases would be extremely useful.
3. Augmentation algorithms and test sets
A natural approach to attack a linear integer program with constraint set
X = {x∈Zn: Ax = b; 06 x6 u};
such that A∈Zm×n; b∈Zm; u∈Zn+, is via the following augmentation algorithm.
Algorithm 3.1. An Augmentation Algorithm for a minimization problem.
Let x be any feasible point of the linear integer program.
While x is not optimal, determine an integral vector z and a positive integer
number ¿ 0 such that (i) x + z is feasible and (ii) x + z attains a smaller
objective function value than x. Set x:=x + z.
One question that arises immediately is whether this algorithm can be made eVective
in terms of the number of augmentations that one needs to 0nd an optimal solution.
This topic is addressed in Section 3.1. We will see that one can solve the optimization
problem with a polynomial number of calls of a directed augmentation oracle.
From a mathematical point of view a study of the augmentation problem leads
naturally to an investigation of Hilbert bases of pointed polyhedral rational cones,
and of test sets. This approach is discussed in Section 3.2. Test sets for families of
integer programs are collections of integral vectors with the property that every feasible
non-optimal point of any integer program in the family can be improved by a vector
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in the test set. They can be designed from various mathematical viewpoints. One of
these approaches is based on Hilbert bases, another one comes from Gr7obner bases
associated with toric ideals. Test sets are the central topic in Section 3.3.
3.1. From augmentation to optimization
There are two elementary questions that arise in the analysis of an augmentation
algorithm for a linear integer program: how can one solve the subproblem of detecting
an improving direction and secondly what is a bound on the number of improvement
steps required in order to reach an optimal point. This subsection is dedicated to the
latter question.
To be more formal, let A∈Zm×n; b∈Zm; u∈Zn+. Throughout this section we assume
that
X = {x∈Zn: Ax = b; 06 x6 u}; (71)
is the set of all feasible solutions of the integer program. Our goal is to solve the
optimization problem (OPT) by an augmentation algorithm, i.e., by repeated calls to
an oracle that solves the augmentation problem.
The optimization problem (OPT)
Given a vector c∈Zn and a point x∈X , 0nd a vector x∗ ∈X
that minimizes c over X .
The augmentation problem (AUG)
Given a vector c∈Zn and a point x∈X , 0nd a point y∈X such
that cTy¡cTx, or assert that no such y exists.
A classical example of an augmentation algorithm for solving the minimum cost Row
problem in digraphs is a cycle cancelling algorithm that improves feasible Row along
negative cycles. Such negative cycles can be detected eQciently in an augmentation
network that one constructs from a feasible solution. In this network each original arc,
on which the value of a feasible Row can increase or decrease without exceeding the
corresponding lower and upper bound requirement, is replaced by a forward arc and a
backward arc. Note that this replacement operation allows one in particular to evaluate
forward arcs and backward arcs diVerently. A generalization of this directed augmen-
tation network to general integer programs is the directed augmentation problem.
The directed augmentation problem (DIR-AUG)
Given vectors c; d∈Zn and a point x∈X , 0nd vectors z1; z2 ∈Zn+
such that cTz1 − dTz2¡ 0 and x + z1 − z2 is feasible, or assert
that no such vectors z1; z2 exist.
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In the case of the minimum cost Row problem in digraphs it is well known that a
cycle cancelling algorithm that augments along any negative cycle does not necessarily
converge to an optimal solution in polynomial time in the encoding length of the
input data. Indeed, a more sophisticated strategy for augmenting is required. In the
min-cost-Row application it is for instance the augmentation of feasible Rows along
maximum mean ratio cycles that makes the primal algorithm work eQciently. Maximum
mean ratio cycles are very special objects and there is no obvious counterpart in the
case of general integer programs. Indeed, to show that a polynomial number of calls to
the directed augmentation oracle suQces to solve the optimization problem, we need a
combination of an interior point philosophy by using a barrier function and a maximum
mean ratio augmentation.
Denition 3.1.
(a) For x∈X and j∈{1; : : : ; n}; let
p(x)j:=1=(uj − xj) if xj ¡uj and p(x)j:=0; otherwise:
n(x)j:=1=xj if xj ¿ 0 and n(x)j:=0; otherwise:
(b) A vector z ∈Zn is called exhaustive w.r.t. a point x∈X if x+ z ∈X and for all
∈Z+, ¿ 2 we have that x + z ∈ X .
(c) For the integer program (IP), let C:=max{|ci|: i = 1; : : : ; n} and U :=max{|ui|:
i = 1; : : : ; n}.
The maximum ratio augmentation problem (MRA)
Given a vector c∈Zn and a point x∈X , 0nd vectors z1; z2 ∈Zn+
such that cT(z1 − z2)¡ 0, x + z1 − z2 is feasible and the objective
|cT(z1 − z2)|=(p(x)Tz1 + n(x)Tz2) is maximum.
An important relation between the oracles (MRA) and (DIR-AUG) is stated below.
Lemma 3.1 (Schulz and Weismantel [94]). (MRA) can be solved with O(n log(nCU ))
calls to an oracle that solves (DIR-AUG).
We are now ready to analyze a speci0c augmentation algorithm that we call MMA-
augmentation-algorithm. This algorithm has been invented for the minimum cost Row
problem by Wallacher [104]. Later McCormick and Shioura extended one of Wal-
lacher’s algorithms to linear programming over unimodular spaces [78]. For its analysis
we resort to
Lemma 3.2 (Geometric improvement Ahuja et al. [4]). Let x1; x2; : : : be a sequence of
feasible points in X produced by some algorithm A such that cTx1¿cTx2¿ · · · . Let
x∗ be a solution of min {cTx: x∈X }. If there exists a constant 0¡-¡ 1 such that
for all k
|cT(xk+1 − xk)|¿ -|cT(x∗ − xk)|;
then A terminates after O(log(nCU )=-) steps with an optimal solution.
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Proof. Consider a consecutive sequence of (:=2=- iterations starting with iteration k. If
each of these iterations improves the objective function value by at least
-=2|cT(x∗ − xk)|; then xk+( is an optimal solution. Otherwise; there exists q such that
-(|cT(x∗ − xq)|)6 |cT(xq+1 − xq)|6 -
2
|cT(x∗ − xk)|
⇔ |cT(x∗ − xq)|6 1
2
|cT(x∗ − xk)|;
i.e.; after ( iterations we have halved the gap between cTx∗ and cTxk .
Algorithm 3.2. Algorithm [MMA]
1. Let x∈X .
2. Call (MRA) with input x and objective function c
3. If (MRA) does not return vectors z1; z2, then STOP. Otherwise let z1; z2 be the
output of (MRA).
4. Using binary search determine a maximum step length; i.e.; a number ∈Z+ such
that (z1 − z2) is exhaustive.
5. Set x:=x + (z1 − z2) and return to Step 2.
Theorem 3.3 (Schulz and Weismantel [93]). For any x∈X and c∈Zn; Algorithm
[MMA] solves (OPT ) with at most O(n log(nCU )) calls of (MRA).
Proof. Let x∈X and c∈Zn. Assuming that x is not minimal w.r.t. c; let z1; z2 be the
output of (MRA) and ∈Z+ such that (z1 − z2) is exhaustive. Let z:=(z1 − z2)
and x∗ be an optimal solution. We set z∗:=x∗ − x. Since z is exhaustive; there exists
j∈{1; : : : ; n} such that xj + 2zj ¿uj or xj + 2zj ¡ 0. This situation occurs if and
only if z+j ¿ (uj − xj)=2 or z−j ¿ xj=2. Therefore; p(x)Tz+ + n(x)Tz−¿ 12 . Moreover;
p(x)T(z∗)+ + n(x)T(z∗)−6 n. On account of the condition that
|cTz|=(p(x)Tz+ + n(x)Tz−)¿ |cTz∗|=(p(x)T(z∗)+ + n(x)T(z∗)−);
we obtain that |cTz|¿ |cTz∗|=(2n). Applying Lemma 3.2 yields the result.
A consequence of Theorem 3.3 is
Theorem 3.4 (Schulz and Weismantel [93]). Let X be given by an oracle that solves
(DIR-AUG). Then for every c∈Zn; the optimization problem can be solved in oracle
polynomial time.
We remark that one can also use the method of bit-scaling (see [31]) in order to
show that for a class of 0=1-integer programming problems the optimization problem
can be solved by a polynomial number of calls of the (directed) augmentation oracle.
This is discussed in Schulz et al. [92] and in Gr7otschel and LovNasz [47]. For a thorough
introduction to oracles and oracle-polynomial time algorithms, we refer to Gr7otschel
et al. [49].
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3.2. From augmentation to Hilbert bases
In this section we summarize elementary links between the study of test sets for
families of integer programs and the augmentation problem. The augmentation problem
is the task of determining an improving integral direction for a speci0c non-optimal
point. Test sets for families of integer programs are collections of integral vectors
with the property that every feasible non-optimal point of the integer program can be
improved by a vector in the test set. We will see that test sets can be derived from
Hilbert bases of rational polyhedral cones. The following de0nitions about cones are
used.
Denition 3.2. A subset C of Rn is called a cone if for all x; y∈C and ; &¿ 0 we
have that x + &y∈C. A cone C is called polyhedral if it is 0nitely generated; i.e.;
there exists a 0nite set V = {v1; : : : ; vk} ⊆ Rn such that
C =
{
y: y =
k∑
i=1
ivi: 1; : : : ; k¿ 0
}
:
If C is generated by V ; we write C=C(V ). If V ⊆ Qn; C(V ) is called rational. A cone
C is pointed if there exists a hyperplane aTx6 0 such that {0}= {x∈C: aTx6 0}.
In the following we always consider rational polyhedral cones and call them cones
for short. We are interested in a special subset of integral vectors in a cone, namely
an integral generating set for all the integer points in the cone.
Denition 3.3 (Giles and Pulleyblank [36]). Let C be a rational polyhedral cone. A
0nite set H ⊆ C ∩ Zn is a Hilbert basis of C if every integral vector in C can be
represented as a non-negative integral combination of the elements of H .
Example 3.1. Let C = {y∈R2: y1 = 1 + 32; y2 = 31 + 2: 1; 2¿ 0}: The set
{(1; 3)T; (3; 1)T} does not form a Hilbert basis of C because (2; 2)T ∈C cannot be
represented as a non-negative integral combination of the vectors (1; 3)T and (3; 1)T.
However the set
{(1; 1)T; (2; 1)T; (1; 2)T; (1; 3)T; (3; 1)T}
is a Hilbert basis of C.
Theorem 3.6 tells us that Hilbert bases of rational cones exist. This result is funda-
mental. Its proof may be derived from the Gordan Lemma [44], but can also be given
directly.
Theorem 3.5 (Gordan’s Lemma [44]). Let P = ∅ ⊆ Zn+. There exists a unique mini-
mal and Cnite subset {p1; : : : ; pm} of P such that p∈P implies that pj6p for at
least one j∈{1; : : : ; m}.
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Theorem 3.6 (Gordan [44] see also Schrijver [91]). Every rational polyhedral cone
possesses a Hilbert basis.
Proof. Let C(p1; : : : ; pm) be a rational polyhedral cone generated by the vectors p1; : : : ;
pm ∈Zn. A Hilbert basis H of C is always contained in the zonotope. More precisely;
H ⊆Z= {p1; : : : ; pm}
∪
{
p∈C \ {0}: p=
m∑
i=1
ipi; 06 i ¡ 1; 16 i6m
}
: (72)
Since |Z ∩ Zn| is 0nite; the claim follows.
Not every rational cone has however a unique Hilbert basis that is minimal with
respect to inclusion.
Example 3.2. Let C = {x∈R2: x1 + 2x2 = 0}. It may be checked that the set (2;−1)T;
(−2; 1)T is a Hilbert basis that is minimal with respect to taking subsets. The cone C
also possesses a second Hilbert basis that is minimal with respect to inclusion consisting
of the vectors (4;−2)T; (−2; 1)T.
If C = C(p1; : : : ; pm) ⊆ Rn is a pointed cone, then a Hilbert basis H of C that is
minimal with respect to inclusion is uniquely determined (cf. [26,91]),
H = {z ∈C ∩ Zn \ {0}: z is not the sum of two other vectors in
C ∩ Zn \ {0}}: (73)
Theorem 3.7 (van der Corput [26]). If a rational polyhedral cone C is pointed; then
there exists a unique Hilbert basis that is minimal with respect to inclusion. This
minimal Hilbert basis is denoted H (C).
Let Oj denote the jth orthant in Rn. We denote by
IP(b; c; u) min{cTx: Ax = b; 06 x6 u; x∈Zn};
the family of integer programs associated with a 0xed matrix A and varying b∈Zm;
u∈Zn+; c∈Rn. Then Cj:=Oj ∩ {x∈Rn: Ax = 0} is a pointed polyhedral cone in Rn.
On account of Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, Cj possesses a unique and 0nite Hilbert basis
Hj:=H (Cj). The set
H:=
⋃
j
Hj \ {0}
is called the Graver test set for the family of integer programs IP(b; c; u). In particular,
the Graver test set is a 0nite set. Moreover, it contains a test set for every member of
the family of integer programs IP(b; c; u).
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Theorem 3.8 (Graver [46]). The Graver test set H contains a test set for all integer
programs of the family IP(b; c; u) with varying b∈Zm; u∈Zn+; c∈Rn.
Proof. Let b∈Zm; u∈Zn+ and c∈Rn and consider the integer program min cTx: Ax=
b; 06 x6 u; x∈Zn. Let x be a feasible point for this program that is not minimal
with respect to c and let y be an optimal solution. On account of Ay=b=Ax; it follows
that A(y−x)=0; y−x∈Zn and cT(y−x)¡ 0. Let Oj denote the orthant that contains
y− x. As y− x is an integral point in Cj; there exist multipliers <h ∈Z+ for all h∈Hj
such that y− x=∑h∈Hj <hh. As cT(y− x)¡ 0 and <h¿ 0 for all h∈Hj; there exists a
vector h∗ ∈Hj such that cTh∗¡ 0 and <h∗ ¿ 0. h∗ lies in the same orthant as y−x; i.e.;
if yj− xj ¿ 0; then yj− xj¿ h∗j ¿ 0 and if yj− xj ¡ 0; then yj− xj6 h∗j 6 0. Since x
and y are feasible for the same integer program; we obtain that h∗ is an “augmenting
vector” and that x + h∗ is feasible.
Example 3.3. Consider the family of equality knapsack problems;
min{c1x1 + c2x2 + c3x3: x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 = b; 06 x6 u; x∈Z3}
with varying b∈Z and c; u. Since the Graver test set is symmetric about the origin; it
suQces to analyze four orthants:
O1 = {x1¿ 0; x2¿ 0; x3¿ 0}; O2 = {x1¿ 0; x2¿ 0; x36 0};
O3 = {x1¿ 0; x26 0; x3¿ 0}; O4 = {x16 0; x2¿ 0; x3¿ 0}:
For j∈{1; 2; 3; 4} we need to determine a Hilbert basis Hj of the cone
Cj = {x∈Oj: x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 = 0}:
We obtain
H1 = ∅;
H2 = {(3; 0;−1); (0; 3;−2); (1; 1;−1)};
H3 = {(2;−1; 0); (0;−3; 2); (1;−2; 1)};
H4 = {(−3; 0; 1); (−2; 1; 0)}: (74)
Therefore; the Graver test set for this family of integer programs is the set
H= {±(3; 0;−1);±(0; 3;−2);±(1; 1;−1);±(2;−1; 0);±(1;−2; 1)}:
Using the notion of irreducibility of vectors, there is a second equivalent character-
ization of the Graver test set.
Denition 3.4. Let A∈Zm×n. We say that a vector v∈Zn \{0} reduces w∈Zn \{0; v}
w.r.t. A if the following properties hold:
v+6w+; v−6w−; (Av)+6 (Aw)+; (Av)−6 (Aw)−: (75)
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If such a v exists; w is called reducible. Otherwise; w is irreducible.
If v reduces w, then w − v also reduces w, and we have that
v+ + (w − v)+ = w+; v− + (w − v)− = w−;
(Av)+ + (A(w − v))+ = (Aw)+; (Av)− + (A(w − v))− = (Aw)−: (76)
For a cone Cj of the form {x∈Oj: Ax=0}, these conditions ensure that the set of all
irreducible integral points that lie in Cj de0ne a Hilbert basis of this cone. Moreover,
w∈Cj ∩ Zn implies that w is an element of the lattice
L= {x∈Zn: Ax = 0}:
This yields
Remark 3.1. The set of all irreducible lattice vectors v∈L is the Graver test set for
the family of integer programs IP(b; c; u).
Proof. Let H be the Graver test set for the family of integer programs IP(b; c; u). Let
Hj denote the unique Hilbert basis Hj of the pointed cone Cj = {x∈Oj: Ax = 0}: A
vector v∈L ∩ Cj is irreducible if and only if v cannot be written as the sum of other
lattice vectors in Cj. This is true if and only if v is contained in Hj.
We will see in the next section that the notion of reducibility provides a way to
determine Hilbert bases algorithmically. In this context a question arises concerning
the complexity of deciding whether a vector is reducible.
Theorem 3.9 (Seb7o [94]). Given a pointed cone C ⊂ Rn and a vector z ∈C ∩ Zn; it
is coNP-complete to decide whether z is contained in the minimal Hilbert basis of
C.
Theorem 3.9 asserts the diQculty of deciding whether an integral vector is reducible.
On the other hand, every augmentation vector can be decomposed into irreducible ones.
In fact, we can write every integral vector in a pointed cone as a non-negative integer
combination of at most 2n− 2 irreducible vectors.
Theorem 3.10 (Seb7o [94]). Let C be a pointed cone in Rn and H (C) its minimal
Hilbert basis. Every integral point in C can be written as the non-negative integral
combination of at most 2n− 2 elements from H (C).
Theorem 3.10 improves a result of Cook et al. [21] who showed that every integral
vector in a pointed n-dimensional cone is the non-negative integral combination of at
most 2n− 1 vectors from the minimal Hilbert basis.
From a result of Seb7o [94] it follows that in dimensions n = 2 and 3 every inte-
gral vector in a pointed n-dimensional cone is the non-negative integral combination
of at most n vectors from the Hilbert basis. This also holds for cones arising from
perfect graphs [21] and a class of cones described in [54]. However, in general at least
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n+ 1=6 · n elements of the Hilbert basis are needed to represent any integral vector
in the cone.
Theorem 3.11 (Bruns et al. [14]). Let C be a pointed cone in Rn and H (C) its min-
imal Hilbert basis. In general at least n+ 1=6 · n elements from H (C) are needed
in order to represent any vector in C ∩Zn as a non-negative integral combination of
elements of H (C).
We have seen that Hilbert bases of rational polyhedral cones are central in the design
of a test set. In fact, Hilbert bases play a central role in the theory of integer program-
ming in general. Of major importance is their link to the integrality of polyhedra, i.e.,
to totally dual integral systems of inequalities.
Denition 3.5. Let A∈Qm×n; b∈Qm. The system of inequalities Ax6 b is called to-
tally dual integral (TDI) if for every c∈Zm such that |min{bTy: ATy=c; y¿ 0}|¡∞;
there exists an integral vector y∗ ∈Zm; ATy∗=c; y∗¿ 0 with bTy∗=min{bTy: ATy=
c; y¿ 0}.
The TDIness of the system Ax6 b has an important consequence for polyhedra and
a geometric meaning.
Theorem 3.12 (Edmonds and Giles [32]). If Ax6 b is TDI and b is integral; then
{x∈Rn: Ax6 b} is integral.
Let C be the cone generated by all the row vectors of A. Among all possible ways
of writing any integral c∈C as a conical combination of the row vectors of A, let Sc
be the set of minimum weight combinations with respect to the function b, i.e.,
Sc = {y¿ 0: ATy = c and bTy is minimal}:
Then Ax6 b is TDI if for every c∈C ∩ Zn there exists an integral vector in Sc. This
geometric property can be expressed using Hilbert bases.
Theorem 3.13 (Giles and Pulleyblank [36]). Let A∈Qm×n and b∈Qm. The system
Ax6 b is TDI if and only if for every face F of P = {x∈Rn: Ax6 b} the set of
row vectors that determine F is a Hilbert basis of the cone generated by these row
vectors. In fact, the converse of Theorem 3.12 is also true.
Theorem 3.14 (Giles and Pulleyblank [36]). If a rational polyhedron P is integral;
then there exists a TDI system Ax6 b such that b is integral and P={x∈Rn: Ax6 b}.
Hilbert bases can also be used to estimate the distance between feasible solutions of
an integer program.
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Theorem 3.15 (Henk and Weismantel [53]). Let A∈Zm×n with all subdeterminants
at most - in absolute value and b∈Zm; c∈Zn. If x˜ is a feasible; non-optimal solution
of the program min{cTx: Ax6 b; x∈Zn}; then there exists a feasible solution xˆ such
that cTxˆ ¡ cTx˜ and ||xˆ − x˜||∞6 (n− 1)-− (n− 2)=(nn=2-n−2).
The bound of Theorem 3.15 strengthens the bound of n- given in [22]. Its proof
is based on an analysis of the height of a Hilbert basis, see [53] and also [74]. For
further results about the structure and applications of Hilbert bases to combinatorial
convexity, toric varieties and polynomial rings and ideals, we refer the reader to the
papers mentioned above and to Schrijver [91], Liu [73], Bruns and Gubeladze [12],
Firla and Ziegler [35], Henk and Weismantel [55], Dais et al. [29], Ewald [34], Oda
[81], Sturmfels [98] and Bruns et al. [13]).
3.3. Hilbert bases versus Gr/obner bases
We have seen that the Graver test set is naturally derived from a study of Hilbert
bases of cones. There are two other ways of de0ning test sets that rely on a diVerent
mathematical approach. The neighbors of the origin de0ne a test set that was intro-
duced by Scarf [85,86]. It is based on a study of lattice point free convex bodies and
establishes a beautiful link between the area of test sets and the geometry of numbers
that we do not discuss here. The reduced Gr/obner basis of an integer program is a
test set obtained from a study of generators of polynomial ideals. The latter topic is a
classical 0eld of algebra. The reduced Gr7obner basis of a toric ideal that one associates
with an integral matrix A and a term order induced by c yields a test set for the family
of integer programs
IP(b) min{cTx: Ax = b; x∈Zn+}
associated with a 0xed matrix A∈Zm×n and varying b∈Zm. The connection between
test sets for integer programming and Gr7obner bases of toric ideals was 0rst estab-
lished by Conti and Traverso [18]. This “algebraic view of test sets” is important
from an algorithmic point of view. Reduced Gr7obner bases of toric ideals can be
computed by the Buchberger algorithm [15]. Reinterpreting the steps of this algo-
rithm as operations on lattice vectors yields a combinatorial algorithm for computing
test sets, see [101,103]. We consider here a geometric interpretation of Gr7obner bases
for integer programs. We refer to Cox et al. [28] and Becker and Weispfenning [8]
for basics on Gr7obner bases and on Buchberger’s algorithm for polynomial ideals
that motivated these constructions. As in the previous section, let L denote the lattice
{x∈Zn: Ax = 0}.
In order to avoid technical diQculties we make the following two assumptions:
Assumption 3.1. c is generic; i.e.; cTx = 0 for x∈L if and only if x = 0. Moreover; A
is a matrix in Zm×n such that {x∈Zn+: Ax = 0} = {0}. The latter assumption ensures
that the integer program IP(b) is bounded for every b∈Zm.
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Fig. 14. The geometric structure of the set P.
Let P be the set of all non-negative integer points that are not optimal in IP(b) for
any value of b. More formally,
P = {x∈Zn+: ∃y∈Zn+ such that Ay = Ax; cTy¡cTx}:
Note that the set P is well de0ned, because c is generic. The geometric structure of
the set P can be nicely characterized, see Fig. 14.
Lemma 3.16 (Thomas [101]). There exists a unique minimal Cnite set of vectors
p1; : : : ; pt in P such that
P =
t⋃
i=1
(pi + Zn+);
where v+Zn+:={w∈Zn+: w¿ v}. Moreover; for any x∈{p1; : : : ; pt} and y∈Zn+ such
that cTy¡cTx and Ay = Ax; supp(y) ∩ supp(x) = ∅.
Proof. Let x∈P. Then x does not attain the minimal objective function value with
respect to c in the integer program with right hand side vector Ax. Let y∈Zn+; be
the unique minimal solution of IP(Ax). Then for every v∈Zn+ the vector x + v is not
minimal w.r.t. c because cT(y + v)¡cT(x + v) and A(y + v) = Ay + Av = A(x + v).
Therefore x∈P implies that (x + Zn+) ⊆ P. From Gordan’s Lemma 3:5 we conclude
that there exists a unique minimal and 0nite set of vectors p1; : : : ; pt ∈P such that
P ⊆ ⋃ti=1 (pi + Zn+). This shows that P =⋃ti=1 (pi + Zn+).
Let x∈{p1; : : : ; pt} and y∈Zn+ such that cTy¡cTx and Ay = Ax. Assuming that
k ∈ (supp(y) ∩ supp(x)) we have that x − ek ∈Zn+ and y − ek ∈Zn+. This implies
that x − ek ∈P, a contradiction to the de0nition of {p1; : : : ; pt}.
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Taking into account the structure of the set P, we are ready to de0ne a test set for
the family of integer programs IP(b) with varying b∈Zm.
Denition 3.6. Let p1; : : : ; pt ∈Zn+ be the set of vectors de0ned in Lemma 3.16 such
that P=
⋃t
i=1(p
i +Zn+): For each i∈{1; : : : ; t} let yi denote the optimal solution with
respect to c of the program IP(Api). The set
Gc:={yi − pi: i = 1; : : : ; t}
is called the reduced Gr/obner basis of the family of integer programs IP(b).
Theorem 3.17 (Thomas [101]). The reduced Gr/obner basis Gc contains a test set for
IP(b) for every b∈Zm.
Proof. Let x∈P. By Lemma 3.16 there exists i∈{1; : : : ; t} and v∈Zn+ such that x =
pi + v. So; x′:=x + (yi − pi) satis0es Ax′ = Ax and cTx′¡cTx since cTyi ¡cTpi.
Moreover; x′ = yi + v∈Zn+. It follows that x is improved by a vector from the set Gc.
Next, we show that the reduced Gr7obner basis Gc is contained in the Graver test
set H.
Theorem 3.18 (Thomas [103]). The reduced Gr/obner basis Gc is contained in the
Graver test set H.
Proof. Let z ∈Gc and P=
⋃t
i=1 (p
i+Zn+). From Lemma 3.16 we have that z=z+−z−
with z− ∈{p1; : : : ; pt}. Let Oj denote the orthant that contains z; Cj={x∈Oj: Ax=0}
and Hj =H (Cj) be the minimal Hilbert basis of Cj. We conclude that z ∈Cj. Suppose
that z ∈ Hj. Then z= v+w where v; w∈Cj ∩Zn. As cTz¡ 0; we can assume w.l.o.g.
cTv¡ 0. We obtain v+; v− ∈Zn+; Av+ = Av− and v− ∈P. We have z− = v− +w−. But
w− ∈Zn+ and z− ∈{p1; : : : ; pt}. This contradicts the de0nition of the set {p1; : : : ; pt}.
Therefore z ∈Hj.
Denition 3.7. The set
G:=
⋃
c∈Rn;c generic
Gc
is called the universal Gr/obner basis associated with a matrix A.
Lemma 3:18 implies that G is contained in the Graver test set H. In particular,
G is 0nite. In fact, this containment relation is not always strict. Note, however,
that the Graver test set is designed for a family of integer programs min {cTx; Ax =
b; 06 x6 u; x∈Zn} with varying upper bounds on the variables, whereas the uni-
versal Gr7obner basis applies to a family of integer programs with no upper bounds on
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the variables min {cTx: Ax=b; 06 x; x∈Zn}. To make a comparison between the two
objects possible, one may transform a program min {cTx: Ax = b; 06 x6 u; x∈Zn}
into the form min {cTx + 0Ty: Ax + 0y = b; x + y = u; x; y∈Zn+}. Then the universal
Gr7obner basis setting applies to the latter integer program in dimension 2n. We obtain
Theorem 3.19 (Sturmfels and Thomas [99]). Let G˜ be the universal Gr/obner basis
associated with the family of integer programs
min{c˜T(x; y): Ax + 0y = b; x + y = u; (x; y)∈Z2n+ }
with varying u∈Zn; b∈Zn and generic c˜∈R2n. Let H be the Graver test set asso-
ciated with the family of integer programs
min {cTx: Ax = b; 06 x6 u; x∈Zn}
with varying u∈Zn; b∈Zn and c∈Rn. Then (x;−x)∈ G˜ if and only if x∈H.
Example 3.4. Consider the family of integer programs with varying c∈R3; c generic
and b∈Z of the form
max{c1x1 + c2x2 + c3x3: x1 + x2 + 2x3 = b; x∈Z3+}:
In this example the Graver test set H is the set
H= {±(1;−1; 0; );±(2; 0;−1);±(0; 2;−1);±(1; 1;−1)}:
The universal Gr7obner basis G is the set
G= {±(1;−1; 0; );±(0; 2;−1);±(2; 0;−1)}:
To see this; note that ±(1; 1;−1) = ± 12 (0; 2;−1) ± 12 (2; 0;−1). In fact; (1; 1; 0) =
1
2 (0; 2; 0)+
1
2 (2; 0; 0); i.e.; (1; 1; 0) cannot be a vertex of conv{x∈Z3+: x1+x2+2x3=2}.
Accordingly; (−1;−1; 1) ∈ G; because for any objective function c∈R3; c generic
such that (1; 1; 0)∈P; we have that (1; 0; 0)∈P or (0; 1; 0)∈P. Therefore; (1; 1; 0) ∈
{p1; : : : ; pt}; see Lemma 3.16. The six remaining vectors inH are also contained in G;
because there exist objective functions c for which these vectors de0ne diVerences of a
point pi ∈P and the optimal solution yi; see De0nition 3.6. The example demonstrates
that G ⊆H; but H can be strictly bigger than G.
The universal Gr7obner basis G can be characterized geometrically. This is made
precise in Theorem 3.20. For its proof in various versions we refer to the papers of
Sturmfels and Thomas [99], Thomas and Weismantel [102], Sturmfels et al. [100].
Theorem 3.20 (Sturmfels and Thomas [99]). Let A∈Zm×n of rank m.
(i) Let z=z+−z− ∈G. Then z+ and z− are vertices of the polyhedron conv{x∈Zn+:
Ax = Az+}. Moreover; the line joining z+ and z− is an edge of the polyhedron
conv{x∈Zn+: Ax = Az+}.
(ii) Let z1 and z2 be two adjacent vertices of conv{x∈Zn+: Ax = Az1}; then
(z1 − z2)=gcd(z1 − z2)∈G.
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We mentioned that Conti and Traverso [18] established the connection between test
sets of integer programs and Gr7obner bases of toric ideals. The latter objects can
be computed by the Buchberger algorithm [15]. We discuss below a combinatorial
variant of this procedure that allows us to determine a superset of the Graver test
set and therefore a superset of the universal Gr7obner basis for the family of integer
programs IP(b; c; u) and IP(b), respectively. Starting with input T :={±ei: i=1; : : : ; n},
we repeatedly take all the sums of two vectors in T , reduce each of these vectors
as much as possible by the elements of T and add all the reduced vectors that are
diVerent from the origin to the set T . On termination the set T contains the set of all
irreducible vectors w.r.t. the matrix A.
Algorithm 3.3. Input: A∈Zm×n.
Output: A 0nite set T containing all the irreducible vectors w.r.t. A.
(1) Set Told:=∅ and T :={±ei: i = 1; : : : ; n}.
(2) While Told =T repeat the following steps:
(2.1) Set Told:=T .
(2.2) For all pairs of vectors v; w∈Told, set z:=v+ w:
(2.2.1) While there exists y∈T \ {z} reducing z, set z:=z − y.
(2.2.2) If z =0, update T :=T ∪ {z}.
Algorithm 3.3 is a simple combinatorial variant of a Buchberger type algorithm. We
refer to [103,25] for earlier versions of this algorithm as well as other proofs of their
correctness. We 0rst illustrate the performance of Algorithm 3.3 on a small example.
Example 3.5. Consider the family of integer programs
min{c1x1 + c2x2 + c3x3: x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 = b; 06 x6 u; x∈Z3+};
with varying b∈Z+; u∈Z3+; c∈R3. Algorithm 3.3 starts with all the unit vectors;
T = {±e1;±e2;±e3}:
Taking all sums of vectors of G gives rise after reduction to a new set
T = {±e1;±e2;±e3;±(e1 − e2);±(e1 − e3);±(e2 − e3)}:
Note that for i = 1; 2; 3 the vectors 2ei reduce to 0. Also (e1 + e2) can be reduced by
e1, and a vector of the form (ei + e3) is reducible by both ei and by e3. With the
updated set T we again perform the operation of taking all the sums of vectors of T
and checking for reducibility. This yields after reduction an updated set
T = Told ∪ {±(2e1 − e2);±(2e1 − e3);±(2e2 − e3);±(e1 + e2 − e3)}:
Denoting this set T by Told ; taking the sums of vectors ±(e1 + [2e2 − e3]);
±(e1+[−2e2+e3]) and ±([e2−e3]+[2e2−e3]) yields three additional vectors that are
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irreducible and added to T . All other sums of vectors of Told can be reduced by T to
0. Algorithm 3.3 terminates with the following set:
T = { ±e1;±e2;±e3;
±(e1 − e2);±(e1 − e3);±(e2 − e3);
±(2e1 − e2);±(2e1 − e3);±(2e2 − e3);±(e1 + e2 − e3);
±(3e1 − e3);±(3e2 − 2e3);±(e1 + e3 − 2e2) }: (77)
The Graver test set for this family of knapsack problems is
{±(2e1 − e2);±(3e1 − e3);±(e1 + e3 − 2e2);±(3e2 − 2e3);±(e1 + e2 − e3)};
namely a subset of the vectors in T satisfying x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 = 0.
Theorem 3.21. Algorithm 3:3 is Cnite. The set T that is returned by the algorithm
contains the set of all irreducible vectors w.r.t. the matrix A.
Proof. Let G denote the set of all irreducible elements w.r.t. A. Let t ∈G. Let Tu denote
the current set T of Algorithm 3:3 before uth performance of Step (2). We remark that
{±ei: i = 1; : : : ; n} ⊆ Tu. Therefore; there exists a multiset S = {t1; : : : ; tk} ⊆ Tu such
that
t = t1 + · · ·+ tk :
For every multiset St = {t1; : : : ; tk} ⊆ Tu with t =
∑k
i=1 t
i; let
?(St):=
k∑
i=1
(||Ati||1 + ||ti||1):
Let S∗t denote a multiset such that ?(S
∗
t ) is minimal. Note that t ∈G if and only if
t is irreducible. On account of De0nition 3.4; t is irreducible if and only if for all
decompositions of the form t =
∑k
i=1 t
i the following condition holds:
||At||1 + ||t||1¡
k∑
i=1
(||Ati||1 + ||ti||1):
We conclude that
?(S∗t )¿ ||At||1 + ||t||1 ⇔ t ∈ Tu:
However, if t ∈ Tu, then there exist indices i; j∈{1; : : : ; k} such that the vectors (ti; Ati)
and (tj; Atj) lie in diVerent orthants of Rn+m. On account of the minimality of ?(S∗t ),
ti + tj is neither in Tu, nor can ti + tj be written as the sum of elements from Tu
all of which reduce ti + tj. However z = ti + tj will be considered in the subsequent
performance of Step (2.2.1) of the algorithm. Then z will be added to Tu and the value
?(S∗t ) will decrease by at least one. Since ?(S
∗
t )¿ ||At||1 + ||t||1 for all iterations of
Step (2) in which t ∈ Tu, the algorithm will detect t in a 0nite number of steps. These
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arguments apply to any irreducible vector. There is only a 0nite number of irreducible
vectors, and hence, the algorithm is 0nite.
We have seen that at least from a theoretical point of view a primal approach for
integer programming can be designed using test sets.
Although test sets are 0nite under modest assumptions, they are usually huge. This
fact is not surprising because minimal test sets w.r.t. inclusion can be obtained as the
union of Hilbert bases of rational polyhedral cones. In particular, the union is taken
over all orthants of the space of variables. This is of course already by de0nition an
exponential construction.
On the other hand, the primal approach for combinatorial optimization problems has
been the starting point for many deep algorithmic results related to the theory about
Rows, matroids, and matchings. The practical applicability of this theoretical knowledge
for general combinatorial or integer programs has however never been proved. Primal
cutting plane algorithms for general integer programs were developed by Gomory [39]
and Young [108,109] in the 1960s. A modi0ed version of Young’s algorithm with
combinatorial cuts instead of Gomory cuts has been applied to the TSP [83]. The
computational performance of the latter algorithm is interesting, and—from our point
of view—there is no obvious reason why primal cutting plane methods should not be
further pursued.
Today’s commercial integer programming algorithms based on branch-and-cut are
essentially dual algorithms, and little theory enters the design of the primal phase.
As far as we know, they use mainly simple rounding heuristics to generate feasible
solutions. This indicates that there is a signi0cant gap between theory and practice
regarding primal algorithms for integer and combinatorial programming.
Very recently, an algorithm for solving general integer programs has been proposed
that is based on integral generating sets [50–52]. It is an exact and 0nite algorithm
that generalizes the primal algorithm for set partitioning [6]. Starting oV with a fea-
sible solution, the algorithm replaces iteratively one column by other columns that
correspond to irreducible solutions of a system of linear inequalities. The algorithm
terminates by either returning an augmenting direction or providing a proof that the
current point is optimal. Preliminary computational results on various instances of the
MIPLIB show that this primal approach is able to tackle certain medium-sized integer
programs.
This suggests that in the future augmentation algorithms and test sets may be able
to contribute to the solution of general integer programs.
4. Group relaxations, corner polyhedra and subadditivity
Here we look at relaxations in which the nonnegativity constraints are dropped on
a subset of the variables. We then present the Gomory group relaxation [40]. Though
the subject of groups may be new to some, all the reader needs to understand is linear
equations in integers under addition modulo integers. After discussing brieRy algorithms
based on the group relaxation, we study the corner polyhedron [41,42], which is the
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convex hull of solutions to the group problem. The study of the structure of valid
inequalities for the corner polyhedron indicates the importance of subadditivity. Finally
we brieRy consider solving (IP) for all possible vectors b, and the question of how to
choose the set of variables on which the nonnegativity constraints should be relaxed.
4.1. A family of relaxations and a canonical form
Consider the integer program
IP(b) z =min{cTx: Ax = b; x∈Zm+n+ };
where A is an m×(m+n) integer matrix, b is an integer m vector and V={1; : : : ; m+n}
is the index set of the variables. One idea is to drop the nonnegativity constraints on
a subset S ⊆ V of the variables, which leads to the relaxation
IPS(b) zS =min{cTx: Ax = b; xj ∈Z1+ for j∈V \ S; xj ∈Z1 for j∈ S}:
This can be viewed as a special case of a more general family of relaxations
IPK;((b) zK;( =min{cTx + (Tw: Ax + Kw = b; x∈Zm+n+ ; w∈Zp}
where K is an integral m × p matrix. Two special cases of potential interest are the
case where K = AS , the submatrix of A indexed by the set S, ( = cS and IPK;((b)
reduces to IPS(b), and the case in which K = (
0
I (m−1) ); ( = 0 and IPK;((b) reduces to
a knapsack relaxation
zKN =min{cTx: a1x = b1; x∈Zm+n+ };
where a1 denotes the 0rst row of A.
Instead of working with IPK;((b), it is possible to work with its projection XK (b)
on the space of x variables. Suppose that p6m and that there exists a dual feasible
vector u∈Rm with uTA6 cT and uTK = (T. Now IPK;((b) can be rewritten as
zK;((b) = uTb+min{(cT − uTA)x: x∈XK (b)};
where
XK (b) = {x∈Zm+n+ : Ax + Kw = b for some w∈Zp}:
To see the structure of XK (b) we make use of the Smith normal form of a matrix.
Remember that a square integral matrix C is unimodular if |detC| = 1, and if x;
y∈Z1+ \ {0}, and x|y means that y is an integer multiple of x.
Theorem 4.1 (Smith [97]). Given an m × p integer matrix K of rank p6m; there
exist unimodular integer matrices R and C with R an m×m matrix; C a p×p matrix
such that RKC=(A0 ) where the diagonal matrix A has diagonal elements Bi ∈Z1+ for
i = 1; : : : ; p with B1|B2 · · · |Bp; and A is unique.
Now we can derive a canonical representation of XK (b). Here aj denotes the jth
column of A and (2)i is the ith coordinate of the vector 2.
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Theorem 4.2.
XK (b) =

x∈Zm+n+ :
m+n∑
j=1
(Raj)ixj ≡ (Rb)i (mod Bi) for i = 1; : : : ; p;
m+n∑
j=1
(Raj)ixj = (Rb)i for i = p+ 1; : : : ; m


with Raj; Rb∈Zm for j = 1; : : : ; m+ n.
Proof. Observe that
RAx + RKw = Rb; x∈Zm+n+ ; w∈Zp
can be rewritten as
RAx + RKCC−1w = Rb; x∈Zm+n+ ; C−1w∈Zp
since C is unimodular. Now setting v=−C−1w and A′ = (A0 ); this becomes
RAx = Rb+ A′v; x∈Zm+n+ ; v∈Zp;
where RA and Rb are integer as R is unimodular.
Note that when K =AS , it is more natural to look at the feasible region in the space
of the variables xV\S . Now
XV\S = {xV\S ∈Z|V\S|+ : AV\SxV\S + ASxS = b for some xS ∈Z|S|}
= {xV\S ∈Z|V\S|+ : RAV\SxV\S ≡ Rb (modA′)};
where (modA′) means (mod Bi) for rows i=1; : : : ; p, and equality in rows p+1; : : : ; m.
4.2. Gomory’s asymptotic group relaxation
Taking the integer program IP(b), let A = (AB; AN ) with AB an optimal LP basis.
Now IP(b) can be rewritten as
z = cTBA
−1
B b+min
∑
j∈N
(cj − cTBA−1B aj)xj;
xB + A−1B ANxN = A
−1
B b; xB ∈Zm+; xN ∈Zn+;
where N = {1; : : : ; n} is the set of nonbasic variables. The Gomory group relaxation
[40] is obtained by dropping the nonnegativity constraint on xB. It can be written as
zG = cTBA
−1
B b+min
∑
j∈N
Xcjxj;
∑
j∈N
(A−1B a
j)xj ≡ A−1B b (mod 1); x∈Zn+;
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where Xcj=(cj− cTBA−1B aj)¿ 0 for j∈N as the LP basis is optimal. Equivalently using
the description following Theorem 4:2; the feasible region can be written in canonical
form
XN = {xN ∈Zn+: RANxN ≡ Rb (modA)}:
Example 4.1. Consider the IP
z =min − 6x5 − 4x6 − x1 + 4x2 + 2x4;
5x5 + 3x6 + 2x1 − 4x2 + x3 = 5;
x5 + 2x6 − 3x1 + 5x2 + x4 = 2;
x∈ Z6+ :
xB = (x5; x6) are optimal basic variables to the LP relaxation, so we obtain
z =min− 447 + 37x1 + 67x2 + 87x3 + 167 x4;
x5 + 137 x1 − 237 x2 + 27x3 − 37x4 = 47 ;
x6 − 177 x1 + 297 x2 − 17x3 + 57x4 = 57 ; x∈Z6+:
The Gomory group relaxation is thus
zG =− 447 + min 37x1 + 67x2 + 87x3 + 167 x4;
13
7 x1 − 237 x2 27x3 − 37x4 = 47 (mod 1);
− 177 x1 + 297 x2 − 17x3 + 57x4 = 57 (mod 1);
x∈ Z4+;
which simpli0es to
zG =− 447 + min 37x1 + 67x2 + 87x3 + 167 x4;
6
7x1 +
5
7x2 +
2
7x3 +
4
7x4 =
4
7 (mod 1);
4
7x1 +
1
7x2 +
6
7x3 +
5
7x4 =
5
7 (mod 1); x∈Z4+:
Now consider the Gomory group relaxation in canonical form. With
R=
(
1 0
3 −1
)
and C =
(
−1 3
2 −5
)
; A= RABC =
(
1 0
0 7
)
;
so we obtain
zG =− 447 + min 37x1 + 67x2 + 87x3 + 167 x4
2x1 − 4x2 + 1x3 + 0x4 = 5 (mod 1);
9x1 − 17x2 + 3x3 − 1x4 = 13 (mod 7); x∈Z4+:
As all x∈Z4 satisfy ∑j ajxj=b (mod 1) when all the coeQcients aj and b are integers,
the 0rst equation is redundant, so the problem can 0nally be written as
zG =− 447 + min 37x1 + 67x2 + 87x3 + 167 x4;
2x1 + 4x2 + 3x3 + 6x4 = 6 (mod 7); x∈Z4+:
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The canonical form that we have derived for the group problem is not surprising
given that all 0nite commutative groups reduce to sets of integer vectors under addition
modulo some given integer vector. More precisely the following classical theorem gives
a complete classi0cation of all 0nite abelian groups.
Theorem 4.3. Every Cnite abelian (commutative) group G is isomorphic to the group
consisting of integer p vectors under addition modulo (B1; B2; : : : ; Bp) for some p with
Bi ∈Z1+ \ {0; 1} and B1|B2|; : : : ; |Bp. Such a group is denoted by ZB1 × · · · × ZBp .
Thus we see that the canonical form provides an explicit description of the group,
and hence Gomory chose to speak of the “group relaxation” which has the general
form
IPG(g0)
zG =min
∑
j∈N
Xcjxj;
∑
j∈N
gjxj = g0 in G; x∈Zn+:
where gj ∈G for j∈N and gjxj denotes gj + · · ·+ gj added xj times with addition in
the group.
4.3. Algorithms based on group relaxations
The group relaxation IPG(g0) can be viewed as a shortest path (or minimum cost)
problem in a graph with |G|=∏pi=1 Bi= |det AB| nodes. For each g∈G, there is an arc
(g; g + gj) with length (cost) Xcj¿ 0, and the problem is to 0nd a shortest path from
0∈G to g0 ∈G. In Fig. 15, the shortest path from 0 to 2 gives an optimal solution to
the group problem:
min{3x1 + 7x2: 1x1 + 3x2 ≡ 2 (mod 5); x∈Z2+}:
Proposition 4.4. Using a shortest path algorithm; IPG(g0) can be solved for all g0 ∈G
with O(n|det AB|) operations.
Note that the original problem IP(b) and the relaxations IPK;((b) can also be viewed,
a priori, as shortest path problems on an in0nite graph whose nodes are the vectors
d∈Zm. For IP(b), there is an arc (d; d + aj) with cost cj for all d∈Zm and j =
1; : : : ; m + n, and the problem is to 0nd a shortest path from 0 to b. To obtain IPK;(,
the original problem IP(b) is relaxed by adding additional arcs (d; d ± ki) with cost
±(i for each column ki of K and for all d∈Zm.
Something can also be said about the magnitude of solutions to the group problems.
Observation 4.1. There exists an optimal solution Xx to the group problem IPG(g0)
with
∏
j∈N (1 + Xxj)6 |det AB|:
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Fig. 15. Shortest path group problem.
Obviously one hopes that a solution to the group problem IPG(g0) provides a solution
of the original problem IP(b).
Observation 4.2. If XxN solves the group problem IPG(g0); then by construction XxB =
A−1B b− A−1B AN XxN ∈Zm. If in addition XxB¿ 0; then ( XxB; XxN ) solves IP(b).
From this, we see that a solution XxN to IPG(g0) leads to a solution of the original
problem IP(b) for an in0nity of values of b.
Observation 4.3. Let D = {d∈Zm: A−1B d¿A−1B N XxN}. Then for all b′ ∈D for which
Rb′ (modA) ≡ Rb (modA); (xB; xN ) = (A−1B b′ − A−1B AN XxN ; XxN ) is optimal in IP(b′).
When the original problem is not solved, IP(b) has been reduced to 0nding the
least cost group solution x∗ with A−1B b − A−1B ANx∗¿ 0. Based on this, and using
the optimal value of the group problem for all right hand sides to obtain bounds, a
branch-and-bound algorithm for IP(b) was developed in [45]. A best bound variant of
this approach based on 0nding the kth best solution to the group problem appears in
[106].
Another natural approach is to systematically tighten the relaxation every time that
the solution to the relaxed problem is infeasible in IP(b). Speci0cally if ( XxB)u =
(A−1B b)u − (A−1B AN Xx)u ¡ 0, one can drop column u from AB, and create a new re-
laxation in which the non-negativity of xBu is taken into account. However repeating
this, we may be unlucky and return to the original problem IP(b). An alternative that
maintains 0nite group relaxations of the form P XG is just to increase the size of the
group XG so that Xx is no longer a feasible solution. One way to do this systematically
is described in [9], see also [80].
Example 4.1 (continued). An optimal solution of the group relaxation is
x1 = x2 = 1; x3 = x4 = 0:
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Note that(
x5
x6
)
=
(
4
7
5
7
)
− A−1B ANxN =
(
4
7
5
7
)
−
(
10
7
12
7
)
=
(
2
−1
)
:
Thus the solution of the group relaxation is not feasible in the original problem; and
thus zG =− 447 + 97 =−5 is only a lower bound on z(b).
4.4. The corner polyhedron
Given the basis AB, the feasible region of the original problem IP(b) can be viewed
in the space of non-basic variables as
X˜ (b) = {xN ∈Zn+: xB = A−1B b− A−1B ANxN ∈Zm+}
whereas the feasible region of the group problem is
X˜ G(g0) = {xN ∈Zn+: xB = A−1B b− A−1B ANxN ∈Zm}
=

xN ∈Zn+:
∑
j∈N
gjxj = g0 in G


with X˜ (b) ⊆ X˜ G(g0), and thus conv(X˜ (b)) ⊆ conv(X˜ G(g0)). This suggests the study
of the corner polyhedron P˜G(g0) = conv(X˜ G(g0)), 0rst introduced in [41]. Then in a
remarkable paper [42], Gomory studied the valid inequalities and facet-de0ning inequal-
ities of the corner polyhedron, introducing several of the ideas that have now become
standard in polyhedral combinatorics, projection onto faces, subadditivity, master poly-
topes, using automorphisms to generate one facet from another, lifting, etc. For basic
de0nitions and properties of valid inequalities, polyhedra, etc., see [80,91].
A 0rst result about the form of the facet-de0ning inequalities is obtained by noting
that if g∈ X˜ G(g0), then g+ |G|ej ∈ X˜ G(g0) for all j∈N , and so the unit vectors ej for
j∈N are extreme rays of the corner polyhedron.
Observation 4.4. Except for non-negativity constraints xj¿ 0 for j∈N; all facet-
deCning inequalities of P˜G(g0) are of the form
∑
j∈N Ejxj¿ E0 with Ej¿ 0 for j∈N
and E0¿ 0.
Gomory also introduced the idea of Master Polytopes for a given group G. Speci0-
cally let
XG(g0) =

y∈Z|G|+ :
∑
g∈G
gyg = g0 in G


be a group problem in which every group element appears. Its convex hull
PG(g0) = conv(XG(g0))
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is called the Master polytope. The following theorem says that the Master polytope
for G with right hand side g0 provides the convex hull P˜G(g0) for all instances of
a group problem over the group G with right hand side g0. Speci0cally this follows
because p˜G(g0) =pG(g0)∩ {y: yg = 0 for g ∈ {g1; : : : ; gn}}, de0nes a face of PG(g0),
and is therefore integral.
Theorem 4.5. If PG(g0)={y∈R|G|+ :
∑
g∈G E
k
gyg¿ E
k
0 for k=1; : : : ; K}; then P˜G(g0)=
{x∈Rn+:
∑
j∈N E
k
gj xj¿ E
k
0 for k = 1; : : : ; K}.
Gomory also derived a characterization for the facets of the Master polytope.
Theorem 4.6. Let {tq}Qq=1 be the vertices of PG(g0); then
∑
g∈G Egyg¿ 1 is facet-
deCning if and only if E∈R|G| is a basic feasible solution (vertex) of the polyhedron∑
g∈G
Egtqg¿ 1; q= 1; : : : ; Q;
Eg¿ 0 for g∈G \ {0}; E0 = 0:
Theorem 4.7. The inequality
∑
g∈G Egyg¿ 1 is facet deCning for PG(g0) with g0 =0
if and only if E∈R|G| is an extreme point of the polyhedron:
Eg1 + Eg2¿ Eg1+g2 for g1; g2 ∈G \ {0; g0};
Eg + Eg0−g = 1 for g∈G \ {0};
Eg¿ 0 for g∈G \ {0}; E0 = 0; Eg0 = 1:
Example 4.2. Take G = Z6 and the master set XG(3):
0y0 + 1y1 + 2y2 + 3y3 + 4y4 + 5y5 ≡ 3 (mod 6); y∈Z6+:
The polyhedron of Theorem 4.7 takes the form
2E1 ¿ E2;
E1 +E2 = 1;
E1 + E4 ¿ E5;
2E2 ¿ E4;
E2 +E5 ¿ E1;
2E4 ¿ E2;
E4 +E5 = 1;
E ¿ 0; E0 = 0; E3= 1:
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One extreme point is (E0; E1; E2; E3; E4; E5) = (0; 13 ;
2
3 ; 1;
1
3 ;
2
3 ) giving the facet-de0ning
inequality
0y0 + 13y1 +
2
3y2 + 1y3 +
1
3y4 +
2
3y5¿ 1:
Gomory also showed that because of the group structure, one vertex=facet could be
used to obtain several vertices=facets for the same, or related group polyhedra. An
automorphism is a one-to-one transformation from a group to itself preserving the
addition structure of the group.
Proposition 4.8. Suppose ? is an automorphism of G; then
(i) if
∑
g∈G Egyg¿ 1 deCnes a facet of PG(g0);
then
∑
g∈G E?−1(g)yg¿ 1 deCnes a facet for PG(?(g0)).
(ii) if t = (tg) is a vertex of PG(g0);
then Xt = (t?−1(g)) is a vertex of PG(?(g0)).
Example 4.3. Consider the group G = Z5 of order 5 with g0 = 4; and the associated
corner polyhedron
PZ5 (4) = conv{y∈Z5+: 0y0 + 1y1 + 2y2 + 3y3 + 4y4 ≡ 4 (mod 5)}:
It is not diQcult to show that 0y0 + 14y1 +
2
4y2 +
3
4y3 + 1y4¿ 1 is a facet-de0ning
inequality; and that t = (0; 1; 0; 1; 0) is a vertex.
Consider the automorphism ? :G → G with ?(g) = 2g (mod 5). Then the inverse
?−1 :G → G is given by ?−1(g) = 3g (mod 5); so
(?−1(0); ?−1(1); ?−1(2); ?−1(3); ?−1(4)) = (0; 3; 1; 4; 2) and ?(g0) = 3:
Now by (i) of Proposition 4.8, the inequality E0y0 + E3y1 + E1y2 + E4y3 + E2y4 =
0y0 + 34y1 +
1
4y2 + 1y3 +
1
2y4¿ 1 de0nes a facet of PZ5 (3).
Also by (ii), Xt = (t0; t3; t1; t4; t2) = (0; 1; 1; 0; 0) is a vertex of PZ5 (3).
Facet de0ning inequalities for subgroups can also be lifted into facets for larger
groups. Speci0cally a subgroup H of a group G is a subset of the elements of G that
is closed under addition within the group (if h1; h2 ∈H , then h1+h2 (modA)∈H), and
a homomorphism ? from a group G to a subgroup H is a transformation preserving
the addition structure of the group (?(h1 + h2)(modA) ≡ ?(h1) + ?(h2)(modA)).
Proposition 4.9. If ? :G → H is a homomorphism into a subgroup H of G; and∑
h∈H Ehyh¿ 1 deCnes a facet of conv(XH ((0)); then if ?(g0)=(0 =0;
∑
g∈G E?(g)yg
¿ 1 deCnes a facet of conv(XG(g0)).
Example 4.4. Consider a group G=Z2×Z4 with subgroup H=Z4; and homomorphism
? :G → H given by ?(-; () = (. If (-; ()∈G; ?(-; () = (∈H . Now as y1 + y3¿ 1
de0nes a facet of PZ4 (3) = conv(XH (g0)); we obtain from Proposition 4.9 that y(0;1) +
y(1;1) + y(0;3) + y(1;3)¿ 1 de0nes a facet of both PZ2×Z4 (1; 3) and of PZ2×Z4 (0; 3).
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4.5. Subadditivity and duality
Here we limit our attention to cyclic (one-dimensional) groups G=ZB for simplicity.
We are still interested in the Master set
XZB(g0) =

y∈ZB+:
B−1∑
g=0
gyg ≡ g0 (mod B)


and its convex hull PZB(g0).
Denition 4.1. E : {0; 1; : : : ; B − 1} → R is subadditive on ZB if E(0) = 0 and E(u) +
E(v)¿ E(u+ v (mod B)) for all u; v∈ZB.
Theorem 4.7 can now be interpreted as saying that all the facet-de0ning inequalities
arise from such a subadditive function. More generally, every subadditive function on
ZB leads to a valid inequality for XZB(g0).
Proposition 4.10. If E is subadditive on ZB;
B−1∑
g=0
E(g)yg¿ E(g0)
is a valid inequality for PZB(g0).
Such functions also provide duals for the group problem.
Theorem 4.11. Consider the (primal) group problem
zG(g0) = min


∑
j∈N
Xcjxj:
∑
j∈N
gjxj = g0 in ZB; x∈Zn+

 :
The problem
w=max E(g0);
E(gj)6 Xcj for j∈N;
E subadditive on ZB
is a strong dual with zG(g0) = w.
Proof. Let
∑
j∈N E
k(gj)xj¿ Ek(g0) for k = 1; : : : ; K be the facet-de0ning inequalities
of the corner polyhedron PG(g0) with Ek subadditive on ZB. Now
zG(g0) = min


∑
j∈N
Xcjxj:
∑
j∈N
Ek(gj)xj¿ Ek(g0) for k = 1; : : : ; K; x∈Rn+

 :
Let (u1; : : : ; uK) be a vector of optimal dual variables. Then clearly E=
∑K
k=1 u
kEk is
a subadditive function on ZB and is dual feasible with E(g0) = zG(g0).
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Now we examine how to generate a valid inequality from any constraint, and not
just for groups corresponding to the integers modulo B for some 0xed B. The results
are from Gomory and Johnson [43].
Let I denote the unit interval [0; 1) with addition modulo 1. Thinking of ZB as a
group with elements {0; 1=B; 2=B; : : : ; (B− 1)=B} under addition modulo 1, we can let B
tend to +∞, and then we obtain an in0nite group I whose elements lie in [0; 1) with
addition modulo 1.
Here we are interested in generating valid inequalities for the set
XI (u0)=
{
x:
∑
u∈I
ux(u)≡u0 (mod 1); x(u)¿ 0 and integer; x has 0nite support
}
:
We 0rst extend our de0nition of a subadditive function.
Denition 4.2. E : [0; 1)→ R is subadditive on I if E(0) = 0 and
E(u) + E(v)¿ E(u+ v (mod 1)) for all u; v∈ [0; 1):
Now we will use subadditive functions for 0nite groups ZB to obtain subadditive
functions on I . In analogy with Proposition 4.10, we have
Proposition 4.12. If E is subadditive on I ;∑
u∈I
E(u)x(u)¿ E(u0)
is a valid inequality for XI (u0).
Proposition 4.13 (Direct 0ll-in). Let E be a subadditive function on ZB. DeCne E(u)
for u∈ [0; 1) \ {0; 1=B; : : : ; (B− 1)=B} by
E(u) = B[(u− L(u)E(R(u)) + (R(u)− u)E(L(u))]
where L(u) = (1=B)Bu and R(u) = (1=B)Bu. Then E is subadditive on I .
Example 4.5. Take B = 6; and consider the subadditive function E derived for Z6 in
Example 4.2 with (E(0); E( 16 ); E(
2
6 ); E(
3
6 ); E(
4
6 ); E(
5
6 )) = (0;
1
3 ;
2
3 ; 1;
1
3 ;
2
3 ). Direct 0ll in
immediately gives the function E where
E(u) = 2u for 0 6 u 6 12 ;
E(u) = 3− 4u 12 6 u ¡ 23 ;
E(u) = −1 + 2u 23 6 u ¡ 56 ;
E(u) = 4− 4u 56 6 u ¡ 1:
In Fig. 16 we show the values of the original function E on Z5, and the function E
on I obtained by direct 0ll-in.
Now consider the constraint set
x0 + 0:76x1 − 0:35x2 + 2:41x3 = 4:49; x0; x1; x2; x3 ∈Z1+
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Fig. 16. Constructing a subadditive function by direct 0ll-in.
coming from some arbitrary integer program. Relaxing the nonnegativity on x0 leads
to the set
XI (0:49) = {(x1; x2; x3)∈Z3+: 0:76x1 + 0:65x2 + 0:41x3 ≡ 0:49 (mod 1)}
and the subadditive function E just constructed immediately gives the valid inequality
E(0:76)x1 + E(0:65)x2 + E(0:41)x3¿ E(0:49)
or
0:52x1 + 0:30x2 + 0:82x3¿ 0:98:
4.6. Solving IP(b) for all values of b∈Zm
Consider again the integer program IP(b). For a given b∈Zm, let AB be an optimal
LP basis. We have seen in Observation 4:3 that the solution x∗N of the group relaxation
IPB(b) min{cTBA−1B b+ XcTN xN : A−1B ANxN = A−1B b (mod 1); xN ∈Zn+}
solves IP(d) for an in0nity of values of d∈Zm, i.e. for all d such that A−1B d =
A−1B b (mod 1) and x
∗
B=A
−1
B d−A−1B ANx∗N ¿ 0. More generally, it is natural to ask what
is the largest subset of columns AS ⊂ AB for which the relaxation
IPS(b) zS(b) = min{cTx: Ax = b; xj ∈Z1+ for j∈V \ S; xj ∈Z1 for j∈ S}
solves IP(b). Solving IPS(b) will in turn provide a correction vector x∗V\S that solves
IP(b) for many values of b.
In fact it can be shown that it suQces to solve a 0nite number of such problems
IPS1 (b
1); : : : ; IPSt (b
t) in order to have a solution to IP(b) for all b. Furthermore if for
u = 1; : : : ; t, we take the subadditive functions {Ek;u}Kuk=1 describing the facets of the
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associated convex hulls for u = 1; : : : ; t, these suQce to describe the convex hulls of
IP(b) for all b, speci0cally
m+n∑
j=1
Ek;u(aj)xj¿ Ek;u(b) for k = 1; : : : ; Ku; u= 1; : : : ; t; x∈Rm+n+ :
In other words
Theorem 4.14 (Cook et al. [20] and Wolsey [107]). For each integral m × (m + n)
matrix A; there exists an integral m′ × (m+ n) matrix Q such that for any b∈Zm;
there exists a function q : Zm → Rm′ such that
conv({x∈Zm+: Ax = b}) = {x∈Rm+n: Qx¿ q(b)}:
In addition the size of the coeHcients in Q is bounded by (m + n)2(m+n)f(A) where
f(A) is the maximum absolute value of the subdeterminants of A.
In [20], it is also shown that the diVerence between the optimal values z(b)− z(b′)
cannot be too large. See also Theorem 3.15.
Finally one might ask, given A and c 0xed, but all possible b, for which sets S,
is it necessary to solve IPS(b)? Following Hosten and Thomas [58], a set S ⊂ V is
called minimal if for some b, the relaxation IPS(b) solves IP(b), but IPS′(b) does not
for any S ′ ⊃ S. Note that diVerent vectors b and b′ may imply that S is minimal, and,
alternatively, diVerent sets S and S ′ may be minimal due to the same vector b.
Theorem 4.15 (Hosten and Thomas [58]). Given A; c with rank(A) = m; if S ⊂ V is
a minimal set with |S|¡m for the family of problems IP(b); there exists v∈V \ S
such that S ∪ {v} is minimal.
4.7. Computational possibilities
The use of subadditive functions to generate valid inequalities for an arbitrary row
of an integer program can be extended to mixed integer progams [43]. Given the
recent computational interest in using Gomory’s fractional cuts, mixed integer rounding
inequalities and Gomory’s mixed integer cuts, this reopens questions about the possible
use of alternative subadditive functions to generate practically eVective cutting planes.
It is also natural to ask whether interesting higher dimensional functions can be found
and put to use, see [80] for one two-dimensional function.
The subadditive duality on ZB has been generalized to a subadditive duality theory
for general integer and mixed integer programs [59]. This also raises the question of
the conversion of subadditive functions on I into nondecreasing subadditive functions
on Rn for use in arbitrary integer programs.
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